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ABSTRACT 
In 1967, Hill extended Ulm's classification theorem for reduced 
countable p-groups to the class of totally projective Abelian p-groups 
introduced by Nunke. Hill has also shown that the class of totally 
projective Abelian p-groups is the class of projectives relative to a class 
of short exact sequences (called balanced by Fuchs) of p-groups. 
In this thesis, balanced sequences of arbitrary Abelian groups are 
defined and the corresponding classes of projectives and injectives studied. 
The properties of balanced sequences are explored and it is shown that the 
new definition specialises, in the case of torsion groups, to that of Fuchs. 
The class of injectives relative to balanced sequences is shown to coincide 
with the well known class of pure injectives. 
In order to study the balanced projectives, a theory of mixed Abelian 
groups of torsion free rank 1 is developed, considering them as extensions 
of a cyclic group by a torsion group. It is shown that a balanced projective 
is a direct summand of a direct sum of groups having torsion free rank at 
most 1 , where each group of torsion free rank at most 1 involved is an 
extension of a cyclic group by a totally projective torsion group. 
Certain closure properties enjoyed by the class of totally projective 
p-groups are shown to fail for the class of balanced projectives. However, 
it is shown that the class of projectives relative to a subclass of the 
class of balanced sequences has the required closure properties and that 
this new class is only slightly larger than the class of balanced projectives. 
The thesis concludes with an investigation of a number of questions of 
the following type. Given a class X of Abelian groups (such as the class 
of all torsion groups), for what Abelian groups Y is it true that all 
balanced extensions of groups in X by Y (or of I by groups in X ) 
must split? 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
All groups under discussion will be Abelian, so the word 'group' will 
always designate an Abelian group. 
In 1933, Ulm [1] achieved the complete classification of countable 
torsion groups using matrix-theoretical methods - 'undoubtedly the most 
striking result yet obtained in Abelian groups' (Kaplansky [1], p. 26). 
Briefly, Ulm's theorem says that every countable p-group is completely 
determined by a set of well-defined invariants, now known as the Ulm 
invariants. Zippin [1] gave a group theoretical proof, while Kaplansky and 
Mackey [1] extended the result to modules over a complete discrete valuation 
ring. It was not until 1958 that Kolettis [1] used the very elegant proof 
tec'inique devised by Kaplansky and Mackey to extend Ulm's theorem to include 
direct sums of countable p-groups. 
Direct sums of reduced countable p-groups have length at most fi , the 
first uncountable ordinal. Using powerful homological methods, Nunke [3] 
discovered a remarkable generalisation of direct sums of countable groups 
to a class containing p-groups of arbitrary ordinal length - these he 
called totally projective groups. E.A. Walker conjectured that Ulm's theorem 
would extend to totally projective groups and in 1967 Parker and Walker [1] 
proved such an extension for totally projective p-groups of lengths less 
than ^ . That same year. Hill [1] announced Ulm's theorem for totally 
projective p-groups; the proof given by Griffith [3] is said to follow 
closely that given in the (as yet unpublished) paper of Hill [1]. 
A number of remarkable characterisations of totally projective p-groups 
are now known. The class of simply presented p-groups studied by Crawley 
and Hales [1, 2] coincides with the class of totally projective p-groups. 
Hill also showed that the totally projective p-groups are the projectives 
with respect to a class of short exact sequences of p-groups, called 
balanced-exact sequences by Fuchs [2]. Parker and Walker [1] correctly 
conjectured that the class of totally projective p-groups is the only class 
P of p-groups whose members are determined up to isomorphism by their IJlm 
invariants and such that 
(a) P contains the cyclic group of order p , 
(b) P is closed under the operations of forming arbitrary direct 
sums and direct summands, and 
(c) if A is a group and a is an ordinal then A (i V if and 
only if v^A € P and Aj-g^A € P . 
It follows that in general every larger class containing the totally 
projective p-groups will require additional invariants for classification 
of its members up to isomorphism. A natural approach to the problem of 
finding such a class is to generalise a particular property of the totally 
projective p-groups, and study the class of groups with this new property. 
For example Warfield [1] has obtained significant extensions of Ulm's 
theorem to simply presented modules over a discrete valuation ring. 
In this thesis, the projective property of totally projective p-groups 
is singled out for generalisation; we define balanced (exact) sequences of 
arbitrary groups and investigate the corresponding classes of projectives 
and injectives. 
After detailing a number of standard concepts. Chapter 2 deals with 
properties of the height matrix, a device introduced by Rotman as a natural 
generalisation of height. With each height matrix and group A we 
associate a functorial subgroup ^ ( M ) which generalises the subgroups of 
the form ^ A . An 'addition' is defined for height matrices; it is shown 
that if fl and f^  are height matrices and is a group then 
[^(M)](N) = ^(M + N) • The chapter concludes with a brief survey of 
results on totally projective groups, together with some recent 
generalisations useful in later work. 
In Chapter 3, the height matrix is used to generalise balanced subgroups 
and balanced sequences to arbitrary groups. The salient properties of the 
corresponding balanced subgroups are studied and a number of alternate 
characterisations given. We show that the class of balanced sequences forms 
a proper class in the sense of Mac Lane [1]. A class of subgroups studied 
by Warfield [1, 2] and Wick [1] (here called H-balanccd subgroups) is also 
discussed. 
In Chapter 4 we show that the balanced injectives are just the 
algebraically compact groups of Kaplansky [1]. These groups are well known 
and are in fact characterised by isomorphism invariants. Our argument in 
(4.3) extends that given by Griffith [2], who determined the balanced 
injectives in the category of all p-groups. A consequence of this more 
general argument is that the injectives with respect to balanced sequences 
of torsion free groups are seen to be the cotorsion groups of Harrison [1]. 
We also answer a question of C.L. Walker [2]. 
In Chapter 5 we study two classes of groups (denoted by A and C ) 
whose members have torsion free rank at most 1 . Groups in A are the 
'building blocks' for our study of the balanced projectives, and groups in 
C are similarly fundamental to our work with H-projectives, As might be 
expected, C is a subclass of A and each class contains the totally 
projective groups. Many of the results that are required for groups in 
these two classes also apply to arbitrary groups with torsion free rank 1 . 
Accordingly, we first examine a general theory of groups with torsion free 
rank 1 . Our approach is to consider such groups as extensions; if A 
has torsion free rank 1 and the element a in A has infinite order, 
then A is an extension 
(1) 
of the free group < a > by the torsion group T^ . 
With each extension (1) we associate the pair y^) where is 
the height matrix of a . An equivalence relation is then defined on the 
class of all pairs (|Vj, T*) , using only JV] and the Ulm invariants of T* . 
The class A is defined to be made up of the totally projective groups, 
together with all groups A which can be represented as extensions (1) with 
T* totally projective. We then show that any A in A , when written as 
an extension (1), is determined up to isomorphism by and the Ulm 
invariants of F* and that two equivalent pairs associated with groups in 
A determine isomorphic groups in A , 
On the other hand, necessary conditions (in terms of ^ and the Ulm 
invariants of T* ) are given for an arbitrary pair f^, y^) to be 
associated with some exact sequence (1) and these conditions are shown to 
be sufficient when is totally projective, that is, when A ^ A . 
It is shown that the torsion part of a group in A is an S'-group in 
the sense of Warfield [1]. The groups in A also allow us to show that 
with each height matrix, there is associated a cotorsion functor in the 
sense of Nunke [1] and we determine exactly when these functors have 
'enough' projectives. 
In Chapter 6 we characterise the balanced projectives in the category 
of all Abelian groups: they are just the direct summands of direct sum.s of 
members of the class A . The properties of balanced projectives are 
explored. Every group is the balanced image of a balanced projective. If 
A is balanced projective, then A/F(A) is completely decomposable and 
TCA) is a summand of an S-group ( T(A) denotes the torsion part of A ] . 
Thus a torsion (torsion free) group is balanced projective in the category 
of all Abelian groups if and only if it is totally projective (completely 
decomposable). 
It turns out that property (c) of p. 2 does not generalise in the 
obvious way to our situation; we give an example of a balanced projective 
group A and prime p for which p^A is not balanced projective. This 
leads us to consider the smallest class P of groups which contains all 
balanced projectives, has property (b) of p . 2, and is such that if is a 
height matrix and A ^ P then A ( M ) ^ P and A/A(\^) € P . This turns 
out to be precisely the class of projectives with respect to certain 
balanced sequences which we call C-balanced. The essential difference 
between a balanced sequence and a C-balanced sequence is shown to occur 
with the torsion and this is used to show that when an exact sequence 
O ^ B ^ A ^ C ^ O is C-balanced then so is O ^ S ( | V ! ) 
for every height matrix |V| , 
The remaining two chapters contain a discussion of some problems and 
some partial results that can now be derived with relatively little effort. 
They are included here for that reason rather than as rivals for the main 
chapters. 
In Chapter 7, invariants for the various classes of projectives are 
studied. We give invariants and a classification theorem for direct sums of 
groups in C using a method similar to that given in Fuchs [2] for the 
classification of completely decomposable torsion free groups, A result of 
Warfield [4] is given which shows that every H-projective is such a direct 
sum, thus yielding a complete classification of the H-projectives by 
invariants. The problem of finding invariants for balanced projectives is 
then discussed. An invariant is introduced for groups having a decomposition 
basis in the sense of Rotman [1]. 
In Chapter 8 we explore the properties of Bext(C, A) for groups A 
and C - that is, the group of balanced extensions of by C . We 
introduce the functor Bext which is naturally associated with 
Bext(C, A) and indicate some of its homological properties. Various 
classes of groups for which Bext(C, A) == 0 are then characterised. In 
particular, Bext(C, yl) = 0 for all torsion free groups C if and only if 
A is cotorsion. On the other hand, the groups C for which Bext(C, .4) = 0 
for all torsion free groups A are characterised as homomorphic images of 
direct suras of groups in C where the homomorphisms have torsion kernel, or 
equivalently as groups C for which C/T{C) is completely decomposable. 
It turns out that every group with a decomposition basis, and every summand 
of a direct sum of mixed groups with torsion free rank 1 has this property. 
We show that a group A satisfies Bext(C, A) = 0 for all torsion groups 
C exactly when is torsion complete. We conclude with some results on 
groups which can be represented as the balanced extension of a torsion group 
by a torsion free group - that is, groups with balanced torsion part. 
CHAPTER 2 
PRELIMINARIES 
Basic notation, definitions and results 
Throughout this thesis the symbol A will be reserved for an Abelian 
group and T(A) will denote the torsion part of A ; if p is a prime 
then A^ will denote the p-component of A , and A[p] the subgroup 
{a ^ A : pa 0} . The standard notation Q, Z, Z(p°°) , Z (p") will be 
used for the group of rationals, the group of integers, the quasi-cyclic 
p-group and the cyclic group of order p" , respectively. The torsion free 
rank of A is the $-rank of Q ® A . Denote by Z^ the ring of integers 
localised at the prime p , that is, the subring of Q consisting of those 
rationals whose denominators are prime to p . Every Z -module can be 
regarded as a group which is uniquely divisible by all primes except p 
and results for Z^-modules will on occasion be assumed from corresponding 
results for groups. The group Ext($/Z^, A] will be denoted by c (/4) 
and Ext((S/Z, A) will be denoted by dA) . 
For each prime p and ordinal a the subgroup p^A of A is defined 
inductively as follows: starting with p^A = ^ we set p^A = p{p^A] when 
a = p + 1 , and p^A ^ R p^A when a is a limit ordinal. The maximal 
p<a 
oo ^ 
p-divisible subgroup of A is denoted by p A , and is p A for any ordinal 
0 sucli that p^A - p^^^A . The least ordinal a such tliat p*^'/! = p'"/i is 
called the reduced p-length of A and is denoted by I (A] . Since 
p^A < p A for every ordinal a then with the informality customary in this 
field we shall always write a £ «> , We also observe the conventions 
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00 + 0 = 0 0 - 0 + 0 0 for each ordinal a and oo _ i = oo ^ and say that - 1 
exists just as we say a - 1 exists when a > 0 and a is not a limit 
ordinal. The ip-height of an element a in A will be denoted by 
[or just when the context is clear); if a ^ p°°A then ^^Ca) = , 
otherwise h^^a) is the (unique) ordinal a for which a € p'^A \ p^'^'^A . 
Note that if p is a prime and k is a positive integer such that 
(p, k) = 1 then = h^{kd) for every a in 4 . 
For convenience, the subgroup [P'^a] [p] of A will always be denoted 
by p'^Alp] . Let B be a subgroup of .4 . If o is an ordinal and p is 
a prime, denote the Z/pZ dimension of by j^C^) and the 
Z/PZ dimension of p^A[p]/[{p^'^^A+B] np^A[p]) by B) . We also 
write for the Z/pZ dimension of p°°/l[p] and j^iA, B) for the 
00 00 j g 
Z/pZ dimension of p A[p]/{B n p A[p]) . The cardinals f^iA) are known 
as the Ulm invariants of A , and the B) are called the relative Ulrn 
invariants of A with respect to B . 
If B is a subgroup of A , then B is p-isotype in A if 
p^B = p^A n B 
for all ordinals a , and B is isotype in if B is 
p-isotype for every prime p . The subgroup B is said to be pure in A 
if nB = nA r\ B for all integers n > 0 . We remark that purity of B in 
A is equivalent to the exactness of 
0 -y nB ^ nA n{A/B) 0 
for all integers n 2: 0 - this should be compared with the definition of a 
balanced subgroup given in Chapter 3. Megibben has observed the following 
stronger version of a well-known result on purity. 
2.1 LEMMA (Megibben [1]). If B is a subgroup of A such that A/B 
has no p-tovsion, then B is p-isotype in A . In pavtiaulav if A/B 
is torsion free then B is isotype in A . • 
If a is a given ordinal, then the subgroup B of the p-group A is 
said to be 0-dense in A if S + p^A - A whenever p < a . A 1Lmit 
ordinal A is oofinal with u) exactly when there is a countable sequence 
of smaller ordinals a. such that sup a. = X . 
The following lenuna is known. 
2.2 LEMMA. Let A be a veduaed p-group such that = o . Then 
there is a subgroup B of A suoh that 
(a) B is o-dense in A ; 
(b) B is isotype in A ; and 
(c) 0 i: A/B ^ Z(p") . 
Proof. Fix a non-zero element a in A[p] and put 6 = h^{a) . For each 
ordinal p such that 6 £ p < a we obtain a subgroup G^ of A[p] such 
that Gp @ p^A[p] - A[p] , no G^ contains a and G^ < whenever 
p < Y < a . The G are chosen inductively as follows. Start with G r-
being any complementary summand of p A[p] in A[p] . Once is defined 
for all ordinals x with 6 5 x < p , choose G as a complement of I. p 
p'^ i4[p] in A[p] containing U G^ but not a . (The possibility of 
65X<P 
choosing such complements follows from the fact that in a vector space the 
intersection of the complements of a non-zero subspace is zero.) For each 
p such that 6 < p < a we now choose H^ maximal in A with respect to 
H \p] = G and such that H < H whenever p < y < a . Since each H p^^^ P P Y P 
is maximal with respect to H^ n p^A - 0 then it follows from Irwin and 
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Walker [1] that each H is isotype in A . Setting H ^ H then H 
P 6£p<a P 
is isotype in A and maximality of each H^ ensures /! = // + p^A 
whenever p < 0 . The p-height of every element in {A/U)[p] is dearly 
greater than or equal to p for each p such that p < a , so that when a 
is finite, A/H is a direct sum of cycles of order a , and when a is 
infinite. Lemma 8 of Kaplansky [1] shows that A/H is divisible. Now 
a ^ E so A/H 0 and any summand B/H of A/H such that 
00 0 A/B 5 Z(p ) yields a B with the required properties. • 
If B s A then an element a in /4\B is p-proper with respect to B 
A A/B if - ^p ((^ i+S) , and B is p-nioe in A if every coset a + B 
contains an element which is p-proper with respect to B . 
A pveradieal is a function S assigning to each A a subgroup SA 
such that every homomorphism a. : A ^ B carries SA into SB . A radiodl 
is a preradical S such that, for every A , we have S^^A/SA') = 0 . An 
extension 
O ^ Z ^ G ^ H ^ O (2) 
yields an exact sequence 
. . . ^  Hom(G, A) ^ A ExtiH, A) ... 
and so defines a preradical S via 
SA - Im(Hom(G, A) ^ a] = Ker[A ^ ExtiH, A)] 
(for details, see Nunke [1]); the sequence (2) is said to represent S . 
If S has a representing sequence (2) with H torsion, then S is a 
ootorsion fimotor. The group A is S-projeotive if SE\t{A, X) = 0 for 
every group X . A cotorsion functor S has enough projeotives if, for 
each A , there is an extension 
e : O ^ N ^ M ^ A - ^ 0 
such that e € SExt{A, N) and M is ^-projective. Nunke [1], to whom 
these ideas are due, has shown that the cotorsion functor S has enough 
11 
projectives if and only if it has a representing sequence (2) such that H 
IS S'-projective and torsion, that when S has enough projectives it is a 
radical, and that the functors ^ : i4 p^A are cotorsion functors with 
P 
enough projectives. 
If X is a subset of A then <Z> denotes the subgroup of A 
generated by Z ; if 4 is torsion free then < Z i s the unique minimal 
pure subgroup containing X . A class of groups will always be understood 
to contain, with each member /I , all groups isomorphic to 4 . If 6 is a 
class of groups, denote the class of all direct sums of groups in 8 by B^ , 
Y 
and the class of all direct summands of groups in B by B . 
Height and the height matrix 
If a € .4 , let = for each prime p . Then we define the 
height of a in by 
= << 32' 3p, . . . » . 
We write H(a) when there is no danger of confusion. By a height K we 
mean an w-sequence K = << 32, ..., 3^, ... >> of ordinals and symbols 
°° . For each height K and prime p denote the element of K 
corresponding to p by K^ . If L = <<Y2, Y3, ••• >> is any other height 
then we define K > L when 3^ > y^ for all primes p . Throughout, the 
set of all primes will be denoted by P . For each height K define the 
subgroup /4(K) of A by 
K 
AiK) = {a ^ A : H(a) > K} = n p ^A . 
p^P 
The height matrix H^(^) element a in /4 is defined 
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h^Ca), h^C2a), . 
A A 
, h^ipa), 
The element a^^ in the (p, fe)-position of records the p-height 
of p a for all p in P and fe = 0, 1, ... . We shall often write just 
H ( a ) when there is no ambiguity. For a discussion of the height matrix 
and its fundamental properties, see Fuchs [2], especially p. 198. 
A height matrix M=[<^7]> P ^ P , k = 0, I . is an a)Xa) pK 
matrix whose entries a , are ordinals and symbols «> satisfying pK 
o , > a 7 + 1 p,k+l pk 
for all p and k . Fuchs [2] has shown that every height matrix occurs as 
the height matrix of an element in some group. 
Given a height matrix ^ a 7 L pk-i and a prime p define pf^j to be 
the matrix with p-row [a^^, o^^, ...) and all other rows the same as for 
. Thus 'multiplication' of I^J by p shifts the p-row 'one-to-the-left' . 
For arbitrary positive integers n and k we define ink)^^ = n{k\l^ ; this 
definition together with the above definition of p|V| for each prime p 
yields a 'multiplication' of height matrices by arbitrary positive integers. 
Two height matrices and |\j are said to be equivalent (we write M -- N ) 
if there are positive integers m and n such that mj^] = n|\| . Clearly 
is an equivalence relation and we denote the equivalence class of the height 
matrix M M • Height matrices were first introduced by Rotman [1] who 
called them 'Ulm towers' and their equivalence classes 'Ulm castles'. 
Sometimes it is more convenient to consider just one row of a height 
matrix; if p is a prime then the p-indicatov of an element a in /4 is 
the p-row of Wia) and is denoted utia) . For a height matrix 1^ 1= [a , ] p pk. 
and prime p we define 
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When H(a) = M it follows that U^ia) = for each prime p . A 
p-indioator is a sequence 
Up = (a^, a^, ...) 
of ordinals and symbols «> such that a. + 1 5 a for i = 0, 1, ... . 
Z' 1 
Multiplication of p-indicators by powers of p and equivalence of 
p-indicators are defined by modifying the previous definitions for height 
matrices in the obvious way. Suppose we are given a group A , an element 
a in A and a p-indicator u = (a^, a^, ...) . If 
= (a^, •••) then it is easy to see that there is an element a' 
in ^ such that p^a' = a and = (a^, a^, a^, ...) 
such that a'. > a. for 0 < i < n . 
When dealing with p-indicators for some fixed prime p , the reference 
to p may be dropped. An indicator U = (a^, a^, ...) has a gap if, for 
some k > 0 ^  we have a^ + 1 < a^^^ ; in this case the gap is said to 
follow O-j^ and to precede • For notational convenience we say that a 
gap precedes a^ - however, we do not consider this gap to be in u . A 
height matrix has a gap if one of its rows has a gap. From this point on, 
all unexplained notation or terminology applied to indicators will be taken 
as obvious from the appropriate definition for height matrices. 
Let |V| = [a^^] and N = [p^^] be height matrices. Then we write 
M > N to mean o^^ - Ppfc for all p in P and fe - 0, 1, ... . For each 
group A and height matrix jV| define 
= {a € ^  : H(«) > M} - n . 
Multiplication of height matrices by positive integers is compatible with 
•multiplication' of groups by such integers in the sense of the following 
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lemma. 
2.3 LEMMA. Let A he a group and let \l\ be a height m a t r i x . Then 
m{A{ M)] = 
f o r every p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r m . 
Proof. Reduction to the case where m = p is immediate. The 
inclusion p[yl(|Vl)] 5 A(p|Vt) is trivial; for the opposite inclusion, let 
the row of [V] corresponding to p be and suppose 
a € A(p|v[) . Then h^ia) > o^ . There is an a; in /I such that px = a 
and h^ix) > Og . Thus ar € M ) and a = px ^ • • 
Given a height matrix jV] we define a ftinction S'jyj which associates 
the subgroup with each A . Observe that /4(|V1) is a fully 
invariant subgroup of A and further, is functorial in the sense 
that every homomorphism a : A ^ B maps i4(|Vl) into . Thus the 
function S'jyj : A 1 — i s a preradical. We will later show that for 
each height matrix [V] the function S'jyj is a cotorsion functor which has 
enough projectives exactly when has no gaps. Note that when has no 
gaps, = ^(K) for every group A where K is the height formed 
by the first column of f] . Conversely, to each height 
K = <<32» •••>) there corresponds the height matrix M whose 
p-row is (B^, 3p+2, ...] for all p in P and which satisfies 
A(K) = ^ ( M ) for every group A . Thus the functor S,^ : A AfK) 
associated with the height K has enough projectives. Similarly, if 
U = (Cq, O^, ...} is a p-indicator then the height matrix jV] whose p-row 
is [a^, a . . . ) and whose remaining rows are all (0, 1, 2, 3, ...) 
satisfies ^ ( M ) = ^(u) for every ^ . The functors S^ and S all 
rl K u 
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generalise the well known functors S : A v^A . a ^ 
The remainder of this section details a number of properties of the 
subgroups i4(M) • 
Given a height matrix and a set {a . : i ^ l] of groups , it is 
clear that 
i U 
A. t (M) = TT^.-(M) and © 4 (M) - © (M) . 
i^i ia ^ 
The next lenuna will be needed on several occasions. For a proof see 
Lemma 37.1 of Fuchs [1]. 
2.4 LEMMA. Let a : A ^ B be an epimorphism such that ker a 
contains only elements of p-height > a . Then 
h^{QUx) = h^{a) 
whenever ^pC^:) < o . • 
2.5 DEFINITION. Let U = (a^, a^, ...] be an indicator and define 
T(U) = supja. : a gap precedes a.} . Ty t 
If FL is a height matrix then define T( M) to be the height 
t(M) = ...)> . • 
2.6 THEOREM. Let be a height matrix. If K is a height such 
that K > t(|V|) and B is a subgroup of >1(K) then 
(i) S 5 >1(|V|) ; 
(ii) A{\l\)/B = {A/B}{\l\ ) ; and 
(Hi) )) (K) = 0 . 
In particular3 A/A (|V]) is always reduced. 
Proof. The first statement is trivial while the second follows directly 
from (2.4). Since ^CM) = fl 4 and therefore A/A(\^) < 
p^P 
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then (/1M(|V1))(K) = 0 will follow once we have shown p ) = 0 
for all primes p . Let = u = (a^, a^, ...) . Two cases arise. 
Case I: u = (qq, a^, ...) has only a finite number of gaps. We 
begin by showing that for every A with p^A = 0 and ordinal p less than 
a , we have p^ {A/p^A[p]] = 0 . To see this, note that the exact sequence 
0 A [p] A ^ pA 0 yields p^iA/A[p]) = 0 , so that exactness of 
0 A[p]/p^A[p] ^ A/p^A[p] ^ A/A[p] ^ 0 
implies p°iA/p^A[p]] ^ A[p]/p^A[p] . Thus if 
a + p^A[p] € p^^iA/p^Aip]] 
then we may assume pa = 0 while C2.4) implies a € p^A . But then 
a € p^A[p] . Hence p^[A/p^A[p]] = 0 . 
As U has only finitely many gaps, t(U) = o^ for some n . Then 
O 0 0 
A{p u] = p A and (2.4) implies p ^{A/p = o ; in particular, when 
n = 0 we have shown p^ ^ ^^ [a/A(^u)] = 0 . For the case n > 0 let 
= and H = A{p^~'^u)/A{p\} so that H = . Since 
a ^ _i ^ 
p ^G = 0 , it follows that p ^{a/a{p^~ U)) = p ^{G/H) - 0 . Induction 
yields p ^{a/A(u)] = p'^^^^A/Aiu)} = 0 . 
Case II: u has an infinite number of gaps. Then T(U) = sup a . 
Set 
u = fa^, ..., o , a +1, 0+2, ...] 
n 0 n n n J 
o 
so that ^(U) = n ^(u ) . Now A/A{\X) 5 "TJ (u ) and p ^{a/A(u 1) = 0 
n<a) " n<w " ^ ^ n'^ 
for every n so that p^^*^^ (aM(u)] = 0 . • 
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Given two height matrices M and we can form the composite 
"^ N ° their associated functors. In what follows, we show that 
"^ N ° ^^ associated with a height matrix. We do this by first 
defining a 'sum' height matrix M + ^ and then showing that 
= ^(M + N) for every group A ; thus ° = . 
2.7 DEFINITION. Let u = (a^, a^, ...) be an indicator, and lot p 
be an ordinal or «> . If p is infinite let y be that (unique) ordinal 
or symbol «> for which o) + y = P - We define 
U * p = 
Op if p is finite; 
(lim a J + Y if P is infinite. 
i<(jj 
If V - (pq, p^, ...) is also an indicator we set 
U + V = (U*Pq, U*P^, ...) 
and if |V| and N are height matrices then we define M + N to be the 
height matrix whose p-row is Np foi" all p in P . • 
For every group A and height matrix |V| there is a height matrix JV]' 
not containing « such that 4(|V|) = A(|V1') so for the remainder of this 
section we assume that all height matrices and indicators do not contain <» 
2.8 LEMMA. Let p be an infinite ordinal and let u = (a^, a^, ...] 
be an indioatov. Then 
pP[4(U)] = . 
Proof. Consider the case p = to . We have 
p^[yi(u)] = n p''[Aiu)] = n [A{p%] 
n<(j} n<a) 
5 n p S 
n<a) 
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while p" 5 p^[A{u)] for all n less than o) implies 
p"*'^^ < n p"[yi(u)] = p'^EACu)] . 
n<u) 
For an arbitrary infinite ordinal p we have 
Thus, if p is an arbitrary ordinal or and u is a p-indicator 
then combining (2.3) and (2.8) we have: 
2.9 PROPOSITION. For every group A ^ 
pP[^(u)] = ^(u*p, u*(p+l), u*(p+2),...) . • 
2.10 THEOREM. If U and V are indicators then 
[A(u)](v) = ^(u+v) . 
Proof. Suppose u = [o^, a^, ...] and v = (p^, p^, ...) . If 
p 
a € U(U)](V) then p"a € p " U ( u ) ] for n = 0, 1, ... . Now 
p u*p 
p ^[Aiu)] < p ^A for each n , so that a € A(U+V) . On the other 
hand, when a € ^(U+v) = U*p^, ...) we have 
p"a € ...) for n = 0, 1, ... . Since p^+1 < p^^^ for 
n = 0, 1, ... then U * (p^+l) < U * p^^^ and 
Pn 
= p [^(u)] . 
Thus a 6 U(u)](v) . • 
2.11 THEOREM. Let M be height matrices. Then 
[ ^ ( M ) ] ( N ) = ^ M ) . 
Before we can prove this theorem we need two vital manipulative lemmas, 
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2.12 LEMMA. Let U^ and V^ he p- and q-indioators respectively. 
If p q then 
Proof. The inclusion ^ n is obvious. As a 
first step toward the opposite inclusion we induct on a to show that 
n q^A = . The equality holds when a = 0 . Suppose we 
have shown (u^) n q^A = q^[A[u^]] whenever p < a . If o is a limit 
ordinal then 
q [ ^ ( O ] = n q^lA[u ]] = n A[u ]nq^A = a[u ] n q'^A . 
^ p<a ^ p<o ^ J ^ 
When p + 1 = a and a € ^ (u^} q^'^'^A then a = qx , where x € q^A . 
However, a € ^ (u^} implies x € ^(^p) • Then for each n such that 
n ^n ^ 
n > 0 it follows that q^a ^ a{\i ] n q ^A - q Y\ so 
P' P' 
2.13 LEMMA. If fj is a height matrix and U^ is a p-indiaator then 
Proof. It clearly suffices to prove that 
(3) 
for each prime p and ordinal p . If p = 0 then (3) is satisfied 
trivially. Suppose that a is an arbitrary ordinal and that (3) holds when 
p < a . If a is a limit ordinal then 
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= n = n n )] 
p<a p<a ^q^P ^ ^ ^ 
qtp 
- n A m ] o n p ' l A m ] ] - n ^ ( M J n )] . 
^q^P ^ V < a ^ q^P ^ ^ 
For the remaining case where a = p + 1 we remark that (3) is equivalent to 
where 
Thus 
Pf = ...} and W^ = for q 
= pm']] 
= by (2.3) 
-A[ff]. • 
Proof of 2.11. Recalling that M) = f] 4 we have 
= n n [4(M)](N) by (2.13) 
p€P q^P ^ ^ 
= ^n^ by (2.12) 
= n^^fl^^Np) by (2.10) 
- + N) • ° 
We close this section with the remark that a subgroup B of A is 
isotype in A exactly when 4^(1^ ]) n S = B(|V1) for every height matrix PJ ; 
it follows from (2.11) that B(|V|) is isotype in (^f/j ) for every height 
matrix . 
Totally projective groups and associated results 
A group A is said to be p^-projective if p" Iixt(/1, X) = 0 for all 
groups X , and A is said to be totally projective if A/p^A is 
o . . ^ 
p -projective for every ordinal a and prime p (Nunke [3]). 
An exact sequence O - ^ B ^ A ^ C - ^ 0 of p-groups is said to be 
balanoed (Fuchs [2]) if the sequence 0 ^ p^B ^ p^A ^ p°C is exact for 
every ordinal o ; in this case we say that B , considered as a subgroup 
of A , is balanced in A . Observe that B is balanced in A exactly 
when B is both isotype and p-nice in 4 . In Chapter 3, we define 
balanced sequences of arbitrary groups and show that in the case of 
p-groups, our definition coincides with the above definition given by Fuchs. 
The p-group A has a nice composition series (Fuchs [2]) if there is 
a well ordered ascending chain 
0 = Nf. < < . . . < < . . . < N = A 
0 1 A y 
of subgroups of such that: 
(a) ^Q = ^ and N^ = A ; 
(b) each N, is p-nice in A ; 
(c) '• P every A < y ; and 
(d) N. ^ U N if A is a limit ordinal. 
^ a<A 
For each ordinal a and prime p Nunke [1] constructs a group H^ 
satisfying 
(i) Z p ( ^ ) - a ; 
(ii) is cyclic of order p , and ^ q + i ^ p ' ^ \ ~ ^^o ' 
(iii) if - @ if if a is a limit ordinal. 
^ p<a ^ 
The I^ are determined up to isomorphism by conditions (i)-(iii) and are 
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known as the generdlised Prufer groups. We also define H^ isomorphic to 
oo 
Z(p ) for each prime p , The generalised Prufer groups were first 
introduced by Nunke in order to construct extensions 
e(p, a) Q ^ Z ^ G ^ ^ l f ^ O ^t-' J a o 
such that e(p, a) represents the functor p^ . 
Nunke [3] has shown that a totally projective group is the direct sum 
of a free group and a totally projective torsion group. Since the free 
groups introduce only a trivial perturbation, we ignore them so that by a 
totally projective group we will always mean a torsion group. Note that the 
class of totally projective groups includes the class of divisible torsion 
groups. 
The following are equivalent for a reduced p-group A : 
1. A has a nice composition series; 
2. A is a direct swmand of a direct sum of generalised Prufer 
groups; 
3. A is totally projective; and 
4. A has the projective property with respect to balanced exact 
sequences of p-groups. 
The equivalence of 1-4 is due collectively to Nunke, Hill and Fuchs. Hill 
has also shown that there are 'enough' balanced projectives in the sense that 
every p-group A can be imbedded in a balanced exact sequence 
0->-G-yH^A^O of p-groups with H totally projective. In fact H 
can be chosen as a direct sum of generalised Prufer groups. The proofs of 
these results all appear in Fuchs [2]. 
Let A and B be groups. We say that a homomorphism a of a subgroup 
C of A into B does not decrease heights (in A ) if < H^{ac) for 
every e in C . 
2.14 THEOREM (Hill [1], E.A. Walker [1]). Let A and C be groups 
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and let <j) be an isomorphism between a p-nioe subgroup G of A and a 
subgroup H of C which does not decrease heights. Suppose that 
(i) A/G is a totally projective p-group^ and 
(ii) if o is an ordinal or ^ then j^iA, G) < , H) . 
Then (}> extends to a monomorphism (J)'^ of A into C . If equality holds 
in (ii) for every o then can be chosen as an isomorphism of A on.to 
C . • 
In particular, two totally projective groups are isomorphic if and only 
if they have the same Ulm invariants. The proof of Corollary 81.4 in Fuchs 
[2] applies directly to give: 
2.15 COROLLARY. Let A and C be groups and n a homomorphism of a 
p-nice subgroup G of A into C which does not decrease heights. If 
A/G is a totally projective p-group then n can be extended to a 
homomorphism T]"^ \ A ^ C . • 
A function g from the ordinals to the cardinals is said to be 
admissible if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) sup{a+l : g{a) ^ 0} exists; and 
(ii) X ^(^P) - I ^(o+n) for all a . 
p^a+o) n<w 
Denote the supremum in (i) by lig) - we call l{g) the length of g . 
2.16 THEOREM (Crawley and Hales [l],Hill [1]). Let g be a function 
from the ordinals to the cardinals. There exists a totally projective 
p-group A such that = gi^) fo^ ordinals a if and only if g 
is admissible. • 
Thus, given a prime p , there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
admissible functions and isomorphism classes of totally projective p-groups. 
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2.17 PROPOSITION. Given two admissible functions g and h , Lhn 
totally pvojeative p-group A oorvesponding to g has a direct swrmand 
isomorphic to the totally projective p-group B corresponding to h if and 
only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) g{o) > h(^a) for every ordinal o ; and 
(ii) for every ordinal o ^ EITHER a + w > ZCg-) OR there is a 
p such that a 5 p < a+w and g{Q) is infinite OR the set 
{p : a < p < a+w and g{Q) > h{Q)} is infinite. 
on Proof. Suppose g and h satisfy (i) and (ii). We define a functi 
k from the ordinals to the cardinals by 
gio) if gio) is infinite; and 
= • 
gio) - h(^o) otherwise. 
Clearly k is admissible and g(^0) = h(_o) + fe(a) for every o . Thus the 
totally projective group C corresponding to k satisfies A B @ C . 
The converse is obvious. 
2.18 PROPOSITION. Let A be a reduced totally projective p-group A 
and a an ordinal such that a < and such that if a - 1 exists 
then ^ U ) ^ 0 . Then A has a swmand of length a . 
Proof. For each ordinal p , let p be the largest non-successor 
ordinal less than or equal to p . Let g{Q) = i^(^) and 
^(p) = {y : P - Y < P and giy) is finite and non-zero} . 
Then the function h^p) given by 
hip) = 
^(p) if either p + 1 = a 
or p + 1 < a and either g{p) is infinite 
or iV(p) is even; 
0 otherwise 
V . 
satisfies the conditions of (2.17) and clearly l[h) = o . • 
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Parker and Walker [1] proved that a p-group A is totally projective 
if and only i£ A belongs to the smallest class of groups that contains 
Z(p) , is closed under taking direct sums and direct summands, and which 
contains a group G exactly if it contains both G and G/p^G , for any 
ordinal a . This has been partially extended in: 
2.19 PROPOSITION (L. Fuchs and E.A. Walker). If A is a totally 
projective p-group and u is an indicator then both /l(u) and A/A{n) 
are totally projective. • 
The proof appears as exercise 7 on p. 100 of Fuchs [2]. 
Warfield [1] introduced the following class of torsion groups which is 
slightly larger than the class of totally projective groups. Let X be a 
limit ordinal which is not cofinal with o) . Then a p-group A is said to 
be a \-elementary S-group if there is a totally projective p-group H of 
o> 
length A such that A is isotype and A-dense in H and H/A Zip ) . 
We have seen in (2.2) that every totally projective p-group of length A 
contains such a subgroup. The group A is said to be an S-group if A is 
the direct sum of a totally projective group and A-elementary ^-groups for 
various primes p and limit ordinals A not cofinal with o) . We denote 
the class of S-groups by S . 
The class of 5-groups enjoys the same closure properties that we have 
mentioned for totally projective groups: Warfield [1] has shown that for 
every ordinal a , the p-group A is an 5-group if and only if both p^A 
and A/p^A are S'-groups. Toward the analogue of (2.19) we have: 
2.20 THEOREM. If A is an S-group and u is an indicator then 
/1(U) is an S-group. 
Proof. We need only consider the case where A is a A-elementary 
S'-group for some limit ordinal A not cofinal with w . Let 
2 6 
U = (OQ, o^, ...) . If a^ > X for some i then /l(u) is bounded and 
therefore trivially an .'7-group. The remaining possibility is a^. < A for 
. I'Ct U be totally projective such that A is A-dense and 
CO 
isotype in // and 11/A Z(p ) . If p is the (unique) limit ordinal such 
that t(u) + p = a then set y = co + p ; we have y = 1^[A(u)) = 1^[H(u)] 
and y is not cofinal with 00 . The concluding remark of section 1 shows 
that /i(u) is isot>^e in so it remains to prove that /4(u) is 
y-dense in H(u) and ^ Z(p°°) . From 0 # p^^^'^H < we have 
H = p'^'^^^H + A 5 ^ A ^ H . Hence 
F(U)M(U) ^ [H{,U)+A]/A = H/A Z(p°°) . 
For each ordinal a such that a < y it follows that 
where V = (u*a, u*(a+l), ...) . Noting that t(v) < A it is clear that 
the argument used for U also shows 5(V)/ACV) Z(p°°) . Thus 
so that = 4(u) + p^[5(U)] . • 
In Chapter 6 it will be shown that if A is an 5-group and u is an 
indicator then A/A(u) is an 5-group; thus (2.19) extends to ^-groups. 
The next lemma is a useful tool for extending homomorphisms. 
2.21 LEMMA. Let A and B he gvoups and let H and G. , i ^ I 
be subgroups of A such that A = Z ^^ ^^ ^ Z = for all i 
i a '' '' j a ^ 
Oti 
in I . If •. G. ^ B are homomorphisms satisfying 4). | = ^ \ for all 
I' % u il J ti 
i, j in I then there exists a homomorphism : A ->• B such that 
= <}>• for all i in I . 
Lr . V 
V 
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Proof. Denote the common restriction of the ^^ to E hy ^ . It is 
clear that if a - Y, 9 • such that g. ^ G. is an expression for an element 
a of A - y G. then (jj'^a = .g. is the only possible common extension 
iXl ^ ^ 
of the (}). and we need only show that this (j)"^  is well defined. Letting 
L-
^^  " Z Qn^ where J.' f G. be another expression for a we have 
- 9 / ^ ^  for each i and L' Z-
I [9,-9,') = 4) 
= 0 . • 
2.22 DEFINITION. Let B be a subgroup of and p a prime. Then 
we denote by Aip, B) the subgroup of A defined by 
k A[p, B) = {a ^ A : p a ^ B for some integer ?c 2: 0 • 
Observe that A(p, B) is the full inverse image of (A/B)^ under the 
natural epimorphism A A/B . Clearly = A^ and when = B^ 
it follows that Aip, B)^ = 0 for all primes p t q . 
2.23 THEOREM. Let A and C be groups and let v] be a homomorphisri 
of a subgroup B of A into C which does not decrease heights. If B 
is p-nice in A{p, B) for every prime p and A/B is totally projective 
then n can be extended to a homomorphism n"^ : A ^ C . 
Proof. Since B is p-nice in A[p, B) for every prime p then by 
(2.15) there are homomorphisms n^ : Aip, B) C which extend n . Now 
apply (2.21) to get n^ • ^ 
The next theorem provides ample opportunity to apply (2.23). 
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2.24 LEMMA (Rotman [1], Megibben [1], Wallace [1]). If A has 
torsion fvee rank 1 and the element a in A has infinite order then 
< a) is p-nioe in <a>) for every prime p . • 
The following is such an application - the proof is straightforward. 
2.25 COROLLARY (to 2.23). Let g he an element of G having 
infinite order and suppose that 
is exact with H* totally projective. If W^ig) = M then e represents 
the functor 5|y| . • 
We conclude with two useful lemmas. 
2.26 LEMMA (Wallace [1]). If A has torsion free rank 1 and 
is totally projective then {A/<.a))^ is totally projective for every a in 
A . • 
2.27 LEMMA. Let p be a prime, 1 the identity of Z^ . Then 
i 
A ^v^ 
Y ( a ) = ^pP ( l ® a ) 
for each a in A . 
Proof. For every x in A there is an integer n such that 
nx ^ 1 (8) A and (n, p) = 1 . Thus if px = 1 <S a can be solved in Z^ ® A 
then pnx = n(] ® a) solves py = n(l <S> a) in 1 ® .4 . However 
(n, p) = 1 then implies that px = 1 0 a can also be solved in 1 ® 4 and 
the lemma follows. • 
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CHAPTER 3 
BALANCED SUBGROUPS 
The balanced subgroups defined by Fuchs [2] in the context of p-groups 
play an important role in the theory of totally projective p-groups. In 
this chapter we define balanced subgroups of arbitrary Abclian groups, 
together with a weaker concept which we call H-balanced. In particular, 
balanced subgroups are always H-balanced and examples are given of 
H-balanced subgroups which are not balanced. 
The remainder of the chapter is concerned with a general discussion of 
balanced subgroups and balanced sequences. Although no single result stands 
out, perhaps the most indispensable is our proof that the new definition of 
balanced specialises to that of Fuchs. 
3.1 DEFINITION. An exact sequence 
(4) 
is said to be balanced if the induced sequence 
0 ^ S(|VI) ^ ^ C(|V1) ->0 (5) 
is exact for all height matrices [Vj . When convenient, we instead apply 
the adjective 'balanced' to the subgroup B , the homomorphism a or the 
element of Ext(C, A) corresponding to (4). A group G is balanced 
projective if the induced map Hom(G, A) Hom((;, C) is surjective for 
every balanced exact sequence (4), and balanced injective if 
Hom(/l, G) Hom(B, G) is surjective. • 
3.2 DEFINITION. An exact sequence Q B ^ A ~> C 0 is callcd 
[{-balanced if 
0 ^ B(K) ^ ^ c m ^ 0 (6) 
is exact for every height K . • 
The H-balanced projectives and H-balanced injectives are defined in 
the obvious manner. Observe that O ^ B ^ A ^ C ^ Q is balanced if and 
only if (5) is exact for just those height matrices ^ which occur as the 
height matrices of elements in A and C . On p. 20 we saw that exactness 
of (5) at the middle term for all height matrices [V] is equivalent to 
isotypeness OI B XN A . The same holds for (6) with respect to heights. 
A balanced subgroup is clearly H-balanced. Although the converse is 
not true, we show that if is H-balanced then (5) is 
exact for a slightly larger class of height matrices than just those 
corresponding to heights. 
3.3 LEMMA. If O^B^A^C-yQ is H-balccnoed then (5) is exact 
for alt height matrices jV] with finitely many gaps. 
Proof. We first show that if is H-balanced and 
0 SCpM) ^(pM) C'(pM) is exact for a given height matrix H then 
(5) is exact for this M . Since B is isotype in A we need only check 
exactness of (5) at M) . Suppose e € C(M ) • Then pe € C(pM) and 
there is an element a^ in such that aa^ = pc . V/riting 
= ...) , we choose a^ in p^'^A such that pa^ = a^ . Thus 
^ ^ (M) and if aa^ = c? we are done. If not, we choose a^ in 
such that oa^ = c (such a choice is possible since we have assumed 
Q - ^ B ^ A ^ C ^ 0 to be H-balanced). Now 
pa^ - pa^ € p'^'^h n B = p^o^^B 
so there is a b in p^'^B such that pa^ - pa^ = pb . Clearly 
a - b i A{\I\) SO (5) is indeed exact for this . 3 
The lemma follows on noting that when jV] has finitely many gaps, there 
is an integer m and height K such that A{m\/\) ^ (K) . • 
That (3.3) is as far as one can go is illustrated by the following two 
3! 
examples of H-balanced exact sequences which are not balanced - one for 
each of the two distinct ways in which a heiglit matrix can iiave infinitely 
many gaps, namely infinitely many rows having at least one gap or Infinitely 
many gaps in at least one row. 
3.4 EXAMPLE. Let 
in 
A = 1 r < a > where o fa 1 = p 
n=l 
and let a be the element 
2 n 
pa^, p a^, p a^, ... 
Then ^p(^) - 5, 7, ...) . Now A can be considered as a 
Z^-module. Using the same methods as for groups (Fuchs [1], p. 126) one 
constructs a pure exact sequence 
O - ^ j ^ j J l ^ ^ - v Q (7) 
where X and Y are direct sums of cyclic Z^-modules. As groups, X and 
Y are direct sums of copies of Z^ and cyclic p-groups. The purity of 
(7) is equivalent to exactness of 
0 ^ p^X p^Y p^A ^ 0 
for all integers n such that n > 0 . Since X and Y have no elements 
of infinite p-height, and for q ^ p the q-height of each of their 
elements is , it follows that (7) is H-balanced. Every ^ in 7 has a 
p-power multiple either zero or contained in a torsion free summand of Y , 
so the height matrix of every such y has only finitely many gaps. As 
H(a) has infinitely many gaps we conclude that there is no y in Y such 
that r]y = a and U^iy) = » so that (7) is not balanced. (Note 
however that the sequence 
0 ^ K M ) 4(|V1) ->0 (8) 
is exact for every height matrix with finitely many gaps in each row.) • 
3.5 EXAMPLE. Let T be the torsion part of 
(< > © Zp) where o [b^ - p . 
p€P 
Let x^ be the unit of Z^ and write a^ = b^ + px^ . Then the element a 
such that 
has infinite order and = (0, 2, 3, 4, ...) for every prime p . 
Choose A in G such that A/T = <a+T)^ s G/T and let 
Q - y X - ^ Y - ^ A ^ O (9) 
be pure exact with J a direct sum of cyclic groups (that is, (9) is a pure 
projective resolution of A ). We prove that (9) is H-balanced. As A 
has torsion free rank 1 , a glance at the height matrix of a shows that 
the only heights which occur for infinite order elements of A are those 
which also occur in Z . It follows that if K is a height for which 4(K) 
is not torsion then there is an integer k such that = kH for all 
groups H . Therefore exactness of 0 nX ^ nY nA 0 for every positive 
integer n ensures that 0 ^  Z(K) J(K) 0 is exact whenever 
^(K) is not torsion. It remains only to show that 
0 TiX) T{Y) TiA) 0 is H-balanced and this is immediate from the 
fact that, for every prime p , and A^ have no non-zero elements of 
infinite p-height and that T{X) is pure in T{Y) . The argument used in 
(3.4) shows that (9) cannot be balanced. However, in this case the induced 
sequence (8) is exact for every height matrix having gaps in at most a 
finite number of rows. • 
Before examining the properties of balanced subgroups we generalise the 
concept of a nice subgroup first introduced by Hill [1]. 
3.6 DEFINITION. Let B be a subgroup oi A . An element a in A\B 
is W-proper {^H-propev) with respect to B if 
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The subgroup B is \{-nioe (H-nice) in A if every coset a + S contains 
an element H-proper (H-proper) with respect to S . • 
Thus a subgroup fi of /I is balanced exactly when B is both 
isotype and |-|-nicc in A . In fact, definition (3.6) was chosen so that 
results connecting balanced subgroups, ^-nice subgroups and isotype sub-
groups take the same form for arbitrary groups as the corresponding results 
(in the context of p-groups) connecting the balanced subgroups of Fuchs 
with p-nice subgroups and isotype subgroups. A case in point is the 
following. If B is a subgroup of A then a in /I is p-proper with 
respect to B if and only if a has maximal p-height among the elements 
of the coset a + B . The corresponding result (whose proof follows 
directly from the preceding statement) for height matrices is: 
3.7 LEMMA. Let B he a subgroup of A . Then an element a of A 
is W-proper with respect to B if and only if p^a has maximal p-height 
in the coset p a + B for k = 0, 1, ... and all primes p . • 
The next lemma collects some properties of H-^ice subgroups. 
Corresponding statements for H-nice subgroups can be proved with identical 
arguments and hence are ommitted. 
3.8 LEMMA. Let B and C be subgroups of A such that C ^ B . 
Then: 
(i) if B is W-nice in A then B/C is W-nice in A/C ; and 
(ii) if C is ^nice in A and B/C is ]\-nice in A/C then 
B is W - n i c e in A . 
Proof. (i) For an element a in A , write a to denote the coset 
a + C . From the natural isomorphism A/B S {A/C)/{B/C) we have 
Wia+B/C) = Wia+B) for all a in A\B . 
Then for each a in A\B choose b in B such that = ; 
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since a honiomorphism does not decrease heights it follows that 
Wia+B/C) > Wia+b^C) > W{a+b) and therefore W{a+b+C) = Wia^B/C) , so we 
have found an element a + h + C in A/C which is j-j-p^ 'oper with respcct 
to B/C . 
(ii) If Wia+B) = [V] then by assumption there is b in B satisfying 
H(a+/b+C) = H and e in C satisfying W{a+b+o) - M • • 
We are now ready to show that Fuchs' definition of a balanced subgroup 
coincides with ours in the special case of p-groups. Fuchs [2] has shown 
that the following three conditions are equivalent for a subgroup B of a 
p-group A (we denote the quotient A/B by C and the natural map 
A C by a ) : 
(a') B -is batanoed (in the sense of Fuohs) in A ; 
(b') a[p^A[p]] = p^C[p] for every ordinal a ; and 
(o') 0 B/p^B ^ A/p^A ^ C/p^C ^ 0 is exaot for each ordinal a . 
3.9 LEMMA. The follaising are equivalent for a subgroup B of a 
p-group A (let C = A/B and let a : A ^ C be the natural epimorphism): 
(d) B is balanced in A j 
(e) B is balanced in A in the sense of Fuchs; and 
( f ) to every element a in C there is an a in A such that 
oa = G , [/^(a) = ^p(^) ond ofa) = o{c') . 
Proof. That (d) implies (e) is obvious and ( f ) implies (e) is 
immediate from (b'). 
Assuming (e), we now prove ( f ) . Suppose c € C and 
[/^(c) = (a^, a^, ...) . Let o(o) = p" ; it follows that a^ = oo . For 
each integer r such that 0 < r < n we choose a totally projective group 
i»+l 
H and in that, an x of order p as follows. If a = <» then let r r " r 
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^y, - ^(.P ) and let x be an element of order in Zf . If o ^ 
J. p P 
let H^ be the generalised Priifer p-group of length + 1 and choose 
x^ of order p^^^ in H^ such that h^ V p X 
V 
= a and such that 
r 
h 
s 
p X r - CJ for integers s for which 0 5 s < r (the possibility of 
doing this was discussed on p. 13). In H = © 11 wc select 
0<r<n 
x = Xq + ... + and note that U^ic) = U^[x) . Now <x> , being finite, 
is a p-nice subgroup of H and so the height preserving isomorphism 
(x) (c) sending x o extends to a homomorphism (p : ff C by (2.14). 
Since H is projective with respect to balanced (in the sense of Fuchs) 
sequences of p-groups, <p lifts to a homomorphism ip : ff A such that 
a]p = (p . Writing a = ipx we have aa = c , ^ 
o(a) = oie) . Thus (e) and (f) are equivalent, and we complete the proof by 
assuming (e) and (f) together to show (d) . Now (e) implies B is isotype 
in A while it is evident from (f) that B is |-|-nice in A . • 
Fuchs [2] also defines the concept of a balanced subgroup of a torsion 
free group - his definition in this case is the same as our definition of an 
H-balanced subgroup. However, the height matrix of each element in a torsion 
free group is always free of gaps, so again Fuchs' definition coincides with 
our definition of a balanced subgroup in this special case. We can say morei 
3 . 1 0 P R O P O S I T I O N . If 0 - ^ B - ^ A ^ C ^ Q is balanoed then the 
sequences 0 T{B) ^ T{A) ^ T{C) ^ 0 and 0 B/T{B) -y A/T{A) -y C/TiC) -> 0 
are balanoed. 
Proof. It follows from (h') above that 0 T(B) T(A) T(C) 0 
is balanced if and only if 
(p^r(^) [p]+r(B))/2'(5) > p'^T(c) [p] 
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for all primes p and ordinals O . Let p^ be fixed, and e € p^TiC)[p] 
The H-niceness of B in /I allows a choice of a in p^A such that 
Qta ^ o . Then pa i p'^^^A n B = as B is isotype in /I , so 
pa = pb for some b in p°B . Now a - b ^ = [pj and 
a{a-b) = (? . 
Exactness of 0 ^ B/T{B) ^ A/T{A) C/T{C) 0 follows directly from 
exactness of 0 ^ T{B) T^A) ^ T{C) 0 . Therefore, by (2.1), B/T{B) is 
isotype in A/T{A) and since the height matrix of an element in a torsion 
free group is determined by its height, it remains only to show that B/T{B) 
is H-nice in A/T{A) . In preparation for the proof of this, we establish 
that the p-indicator of an element g in an arbitrary group G 
determines the p-height of the coset g + T{G) in G/T{G) . Namely, if 
^pCS') = (c^ Qj iJjj •••) and 3 : G G/TiG) is the natural epimorphism then 
a -n if a < co and a +k = o . for k = 0, 1, ... ; and 
n n n n+k ' 
= (10) 
otherwise. 
To see this, suppose < " and a^ + k = a^^^ for k ^ 0, 1, ... . Then 
hpip^^'^g] = + ^ • (113 
In view of the fact that h^ijP^g] > a^ and that ^G is torsion free, we 
must have h (^g) ^ o - n . If h > o - n then there is a g' in 
ft p rL 
G such that h^i^g') ^ O^ - n and p^g' = ^g . Thus g - pg' ^ T^G) ; 
let oig-pg') = p^r where (p, r) = 1 . Now and p^^^^^g' differ 
by an element of order r , so h^ip^'^^g] = h^ip^^^^^g') " + ^ + 1 > 
contradicting (11). When ^^iG) has infinitely many gaps or has an 
infinite term (these two possibilities make up the 'otherwise' case), it 
is clear that ^ . 
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Now if c? + 7 ( 0 f C/T{C) there is an a in /I such that 
= H(<?) and aa = o . By (10), we must have 
Thus B/T[B) is H-nice in A/T{A) . • 
3.11 PROPOSITION. Let B be a subgroup of A . Then B is halanoed 
in A if (and only if) is balanced in T{A) and B is W-nioe in 
A . 
Proof. Write 
C = A / B and let o. : A ^ C be the natural epimorphism. 
The bracketed statement is immediate from (3.10). For the rest, assume 
T { B ) is balanced in T { A ) and B is j^-nice in yl : it suffices to prove 
that B is isotype in A . Now B n p ^ A 5 p'^B is trivial when a = 0 . 
Suppose we have shown B n p ^ A < p ^ B for all p < a . The case when a is 
a limit ordinal is trivial, so let a = p + l . If b ^ B n p ^ A then there 
is an a^ in p^A such that pa^ = b . Now oa^ 6 P^C[p] so fb'J implies 
there is a^ in p^A[p] such that oa^ = aa^ . Now 
- a^ ^  B n p^A ^ p^B so b = pa ^  p^B . • a = a-, 
We are now in a position to give conditions corresponding, in our more 
general setting, to conditions (a')-(o'). 
3.12 THEOREM. The following axe equivalent for a subgroup B of A 
(where C denotes the quotient A/B and a the natural epimorphism 
A ^ C ): 
(a) B is balanced in A ; 
(b) to each c in C there is an element a in A such that 
(m = c , H(«) = H(^) (^d o{a) = o(c] ; and 
(c) the sequence 0 ^  B/S(M ) ^  4//1 ( M ) ^ C/C( ^ ) O is exact for 
all height matrices . 
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Proof. Assuming (a) we prove (b). By (3.10), T{B) is balanced in 
T{A) and (3.9) shows (b) holds when c? ^  T{C) . Any a in A satisfying 
= H(<5) and cux = a has infinite order whenever c has infinite 
order - this proves (b). Conversely, assuming (b) we have T(B) balanced 
in T{A) and (3.11) gives (a). Finally, the commutative diagram 
0 0 0 
\ \ \ 
0 S(|VI) ^ ^(|V1) ^ c-dvi) ^ 0 
\ \ \ 
0-^ B A c ->0 
+ 4 - 4 -
0 -> S/S(jVl) A/AiW) ^ C/C{ M) ^ 0 
4 - ^ 4 -
0 0 0 
with exact columns and exact middle row shows that the first row is exact if 
and only if the last one is: that is, (a) and (o) are equivalent. • 
Observing that the order of each element in a reduced group is 
determined by its height matrix, we have the following, perhaps interesting, 
consequence of (b) in (3.12). 
3.13 LEMMA. Let B be a subgroup of a reduced group A . Then B 
is balanced in A i f (and only i f ) B is W - n i o e in A . • 
This result does not hold when divisible groups are allowed: in the 
exact sequence 
0 ^ Z ^ Q Q/Z 0 
it is clear that Z is but not isotype in Q . 
Having obtained a number of useful characterisations of balanced 
subgroups, we detail some of their important properties. If 
O ^ B ^ A ^ C ^ O is balanced then it is easy to see that the sequence 
0 D^ D^ D^ ^ 0 of maximal divisible subgroups is exact, and therefore 
splits off. On the other hand, every exact sequence of divisible groups is 
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balanced and we are justified in restricting attention to balanced subgroups 
of reduced groups only. 
3.14 PROPOSITION. I f O^B^A^C^O is balanced and \l\ is an 
arbitrary height matrix then is balanced. 
Proof. Directly from (2.11). • 
The following theorem shows that the balanced sequences form a proper 
class in the sense of Mac Lane [1]. 
3.15 THEOREM. Let B, C be svbgroups of A such that C ± B . Then: 
(i) i f B is a siarmand of A then B is balanced in A ; 
(ii) i f C is balanced in A then C is balanced in B ; 
(Hi) i f B is balanced in A then B/C is balanced in A/C ; 
(iv) i f C is balanced in A and B/C in A/C then B is 
balanced in A ; 
(v) if C is balanced in B and B in A then C is 
balanced in A . 
Proof. We may assume A is reduced. 
(i) Trivial. 
(ii) As C is isotype in S , it suffices to show C is j^-nice in 
B . We do this by proving that if b in B\C is |-|-proper with respect to 
C in A , then b is already [-j-proper with respect to C in S (see 
(3.6)). Suppose not; by (3.7) there is a prime power p^ and an element 
c? in C such that h^ [p^b] < h^^ [p^b+c] . Now is p-proper with 
respect to C in ^ so that > . Observing that when 
two elements have different p-heights their sum has the minimum p-height, 
we have 
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= ^p ^ isotype in 5 and A ) 
< h^^ [p^b+a] , a contradiction. 
('iii; and (iv) Directly from (3.13) and (3.8). 
(v) Since isotype subgroups have this transitive property, we need 
only verify H-niceness of C in . Suppose a ^ A and H^/^-C^+C') = M • 
In the case where a i B we have = jV] from ( H i ) and so 
•\^ia+c) = [V] for some c in C . When a ^ S it follows that 
> M and H^ia+b) - for some b in B . Now 
> M so there is c in C such that > ^ . 
Therefore W^ia+b-b+o) > ^ and we have H^(a+e) = . • 
One consequence of (3,15) is that the balanced extensions of a group B 
by a group C form a subgroup of Ext(C, B) . 
3.16 DEFINITION. Let B and C be groups. Then we denote by 
Bext(C, A) that subgroup of Ext(C, B) consisting of the balanced 
extensions of S by C . • 
As we have seen, many of the well known properties of balanced subgroups 
of torsion groups carry over directly to general balanced subgroups. We list 
some more, with short proofs where necessary. 
(A) If B is balanced in A then 
jPiA) = f^(A/B) ^ f^{B) 
for all primes p and ordinals a . 
It follows from (3.10) and (b') that the sequence 
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is exact for all primes p and ordinals a , 
(B) Let [a^ : i ^ Z} be a set of groups and let B^ be a subgroup 
of A . for each i in I . Then ® B. is balanced in ® 4. iF and 
iU ^ 
only i f B^ is balanced in A. for every i in I . 
(C) Every subgroup of A is balanced i f and only i f A is elementary 
torsion. 
Since it is impossible for every subgroup of a group with elements of 
infinite order to be isotype, A must be torsion. For every non-zero a 
in A^ , the bounded subgroup <pa> is pure in A and therefore in <a> . 
Thus < pa > is a summand of < a > which only happens when pa = 0 . 
(D) I f B is balanced in A then Tor(5, X) is balanced in 
Tor(A, X) for every group X . 
For each prime p and ordinal a , application of the functor 
Tor(-, p'^x] to the pure exact sequence 
0 p^B p^A p^C ^ 0 
yields the pure exact sequence 
0 Tor(p^5, p^x] ^ Tor(p^>l, p^z) ^ Tor [p^C, p^x] 0 
(see Fuchs [1]). Nunke [2] has shown that 
p^ Tor(^, X) = Torip^A, p'^x] 
for every prime p and ordinal a , so we have 
0 ^ p^ Tor(B, X) ^ p^ Tor(^, X) p^ TorCC", 0 . 
Since T o r U , X) is torsion for each A and X it follows that Tor(B, X) 
is balanced in T o r U , • 
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(E) If B is a pure subgroup of A with A/B torsion and 
p^{A/B) = 0 for all primes p then B is balanced in A . 
For H - n i c e n e s s of 5 in 4 we need only consider non-zero elements 
ar in for each prime p separately. The p-height of such an x 
IS finite, so there is clearly an element of maximal p-height in the coset 
X . Purity of B in 4 yields p^B = B n p^A when n < o) while the 
condition on C shows that p'^ B = p'^ A for all a > o) so S is isotype in 
A . 
We conclude with the remark that, with appropriate modification, all 
the results of this chapter except (3.13) and the last statement of (3.10) 
also hold for H-balanced subgroups. 
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CHAPTER 4 
BALANCED INJECTIVES 
In this chapter we show that the balanced infectives are just the pure 
infectives (otherwise known as the algebraically compact groups of Kaplansky 
[1]). These groups are well known, and are in fact characterised by 
isomorphism invariants (see Fuchs [1]). Thus we have a very complete 
description of the balanced infectives. 
Our argument in (4.3) extends that given by Griffith [2] who 
characterised the balanced infectives in the category of all p-groups. A 
consequence of this more general argument is that the infectives with respect 
to balanced exact sequences of torsion free groups are just the algebraically 
compact groups of Harrison [1]. 
Recall that A is cotorsion if A is a summand in every containing 
group G with G/A torsion free (since G/A torsion free implies that A 
is pure in ff , it is clear that every pure injective group is cotorsion, but 
the converse is not true (see Fuchs [1])). The following well known 
homological characterisations will be of use to us. Let Pext(C, ^ 4) be 
the subgroup of Ext(C, A) consisting of all pure extensions of A by C . 
Then A is cotorsion if and only if Ext(5, A) = 0 , and A is pure 
injective if and only if Pext (Q @ Q/Z, A) 0 . 
We give two technical lemmas required for the proof of our main theorem. 
4.1 LEMMA. Let C be torsion free and homogeneous of type 
(0, 0, ..,) . Then every short exaat sequence 
0 ^ B A C 0 
is bdlccnoed. 
Proof. Suppose o ^ C . Then there is an element c' in C and a 
positive integer n such that no' - o and H(e ' ) =(<0, ..., 0, ...)) . 
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Any element a ' in A for which na' = o' also satisfies 
ma' = e and H(na') = H(c) . • 
Let p^, p^, ... denote the sequence of all primes in the natural 
order. 
4.2 LEMMA. Let the groups A^ for fe = 0, 1, ... be such that 
A Z and A. ^ @ Z 
" 0<r<w 
For a given infinite cardinal m let 
Pk when k > I . 
B^ = IT A^ and C^ = @ A^ for k = 0, I, ... . 
m m 
Then there is a subgroup G^ of B^ for n = 0, 1, ... satisfying 
and 
G^/C^ ^ ® Q 
m 
G^/Cj^ ^ © when fe > 1 . 
Hq 
m 
Proof. It suffices to demonstrate that the divisible part of ^q/'^q 
and for k > 1 has cardinality at least m ° . In preparation 
k k p^ 
for this we first show that each set I of cardinality m has a family of 
m ° subsets of cardinality ^^ , any two of which have finite intersection. 
Let X^ denote the set of maps of Y into X and n the set 
{1, 2, ..., n} of the first n positive integers. Writing 5 = U / 
n<a) 
and N = U n ve have S = I and 
n<ii) 
= . Thus there is a 
bisection S I . Denote the restriction of a map / in to n by 
and the subset {a (/| : n = 1, 2, ...} of I by f . We claim that 
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the f are the desired subsets of J . To see this, first note that 
71 = for each / in . Suppose f and g are distinct maps in 
^ > say, f{k) + g{k) for some k in N . If i ^ f n g then 
^ " ^^^^n) " J suitable m and n in N ; as a is monic, 
f m " ^'n ^^ impossible unless m = n < k . Thus |/ n < ;< . As 
distinct maps / in / yield distinct subsets f of I , we must have 
Now put B^^Y^ A^ and when k > 1 define, for each / in / , ai 
id 
element y ^ in B^ by choosing its component in the i-th copy of A as 
K. 
0 if i ^ 7 and as any element of order p^ and p^-height n when 
^ = ^(/IJ • Observe that for each n , almost all of the entries of y ^ 
have p^-height greater than or equal to n . Thus we obtain a sequence 
x^, x^, ... such that = yf^ C^ and = x^ ^ C and 
such that, for each n , almost all of the entries of x^ have p^-height 
greater than or equal to n . It follows that each C has p,-height J k 
CO and it is a routine matter to see that : / € is an independent 
set of m ° elements. The case k = 0 is proved similarly. • 
Now for the promised characterisation of balanced infectives. 
4.3 THEOREM. A group A is balanced infective if and only if A is 
piipe injeative. 
Proof. Let A be balanced injective. We use a counting argument to 
show A is pure injective. Choose a cardinal m such that |.4| 5 m and 
such that m ° > m ; for instance 
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m = A ^ 2 
A 
+ 2' 
is such a cardinal (see Griffith [2] for details of one proof). For the 
rules of exponentiation of cardinals used here, see Kuratowski and Mostowski 
especially p. 287. We remark that since 2= = n^ for every infinite 
cardinal n , we have n 5 S 2= . For each n = 0, 1, ... let 
0 ^ U 
t 
n 
Y 
t 
n 
G 0 
n (12) 
be a pure projective resolution of the group G^ given in (4.2). A glance 
at (4.1) when n = 0 and (E) on p. 42 when n > 0 reveals that (12) is 
balanced for every n . Write U = @ U , 7 = @ 7 , G = @ G 
n<ii) ^ n<a) " n<w ^ 
0 = © and ip = © \Ij The corresponding exact sequence 
n<u) n<a) 
0 U ^ V ^ G 0 is balanced and induces the exact sequence 
... Hom(F, A) -^HomiU, A) -> Pext (G, A) -> Pext (F, = 0 
where the last term is zero since V is pure projective and (j)'^  is an 
epimorphism since A is balanced injective. Thus we get Pext (6^ , = 0 . 
Now the pure exact sequence 
n<to n<a) n<u) ^ 
where D = G /C yields the exact sequence 
n n n ^ 
. . . Horn Pext © ^ 
•n<a) 
n' 
Pext(G, /I) = 0 
so that f is epic. For convenience of expression we write in 
place of Q . Then for n = 0, 1, ... it follows that D = & z(v ^ . 
n w n 
m 
If Pext(Q e Q/Z, A) ^ 0 then 
Pext © A 
•n<co n<oj Kq 
m 
But 
4 7 
Horn ® C A 
•n<iii 
Hom(C , a) \ 
n<(jO ^ w<(jO m 
Now 2= > 2 = which contradicts the fact that f is epic. Therefore 
Pext(Q © Q/Z, = 0 . 
The converse follows iiranediately from the observation that balanced 
subgroups are pure, • 
4.4 COROLLARY (to proof of 4.3). A group A is injeotive with respect 
to balanced exact sequences of torsion free groups if and only if A is 
cotorsion. 
Proof. Apply the argument of (4.3) with in place of G . • 
Let B be a subgroup of A . C.L. Walker [2] defines B to be 
regular in A if for every x in A/B and every rank 1 subgroup C/B 
of A/B containing x there is a o in the coset x such that 
oix) = o(c) and = H^^^ix) , and then asks for a description of 
injectives with respect to regular exact sequences. Since regularity lies 
between purity and balanced, (4.3) yields an immediate answer to this 
question. 
4.5 COROLLARY. A group A is infective with respect to regular exact 
sequences if and only if A is puj^'e infective. • 
A natural question that arises is: can one imbed every group as a 
balanced subgroup of a balanced infective? The answer is no. This is clear 
from the following proposition. 
4.6 PROPOSITION. Every balanced subgroup of a balanced injeotive is 
again balanced injeotive. 
Proof. Let B be a balanced subgroup of a pure injective group A . 
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We may assume A reduced. Now n n!^ = 0 so fl n\(A/B) = 0 and 
n<(jO n<a3 
Corollary 39.2 of Fuchs [1] shows that B is also pure injective. As B 
is pure in , we also have B a summand of . • 
REMARKS. 1. (4.6) should be contrasted with (6.3) which asserts that 
every group is a balanced homomorphic image of a balanced projective. 
2. The results (4.1)-(4.4) hold for H-balanced exact sequences. In 
particular A is balanced injective if and only if A is IH-balanced 
injective. 
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CHAPTER 5 
GROUPS WITH TORSION FREE RANK 1 
In this chapter we study two classes of groups (denoted by A and C ) 
whose members have torsion free rank at most 1 . Groups in A arc the 
'building blocks' for our study of the balanced projectivcs, and groups in 
C are similarly fundamental to our work with H-projectives. As might be 
expected, C is a subclass of A and each class contains the totally 
projective groups. Many of the results that are required for groups in 
these two classes also apply to arbitrary groups with torsion free rank 1 . 
Accordingly we first examine a general theory of groups with torsion free 
rank 1 . Our approach is to consider such groups as extensions; if A 
has torsion free rank 1 and a is an element in A with infinite order, 
then A is an extension 
0 ^ < a) ^ T* ^ 0 (13) 
of the free group <a> by the torsion group T* . With each extension (13) 
we associate the pair where jV] = ^(a) . Necessary conditions are 
given for an arbitrary pair (|V], to be associated with an exact sequence 
(13) and these conditions are shown to be sufficient when T* is totally 
projective. When T* is totally projective, the pair (JV], T'^ ) is shown to 
determine A up to isomorphism, thus yielding a complete description of all 
possible extensions (13) in this special case. The conditions on a pair 
(fl, T*') turn out to involve only the entries of and the Ulm invariants 
of T"^  . This is perhaps surprising when contrasted with the conditions for 
a pair (H, T) to be associated with an exact sequence (13) such that 
jV] = H(a) and T = T{A) (see p. 54). 
The asterisk is used throughout to indicate that a group is being 
considered, in some sense, as the last term of a sequence like (13). 
5.1 DEFINITION. Let f] be a height matrix, u a p-indicator and 
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T* a torsion group. The pair T*) (the pair (u, ) is said to be 
admissible if there is a group A of torsion free rank 1 containing an 
element a of infinite order such that H(<3:) = M [u^ i-OL) = u] and 
a > ^  . • 
The problem of finding admissible pairs is 'localised' to a single 
prime in our first result. 
5.2 PROPOSITION. Let M be a height matHx, T* a torsion group. 
Then (M, T^) is admissible if and only if the pairs Tp are 
admissible for every prime p . 
Proof. Suppose a is an element of infinite order in a group A of 
torsion free rank 1 such that H(a) = M and 4/< a > ^ ^ . Let A^^^ be 
the complete inverse image of T^ in A ; then ^Mj-p) is torsion with no 
^ r 1 A. 
p-component so A ^^^ is p-isotype in A and U^ ^ (a) = i/^  (a) = . 
Conversely suppose we are given, for each prime p , a group 
containing an element a^ of infinite order such that = and 
A^ ^/ia ) ^  T* . Since has no q-torsion it is evident from 
(2.1) that U [a] = (0, 1, 2, ...) for every q # p . Write B = ®A q p p ^t^^ 
and let C be the subgroup of B generated by : p, q ^ P} . We 
claim that if A = B/C then the element a = a^ + C [= ^ C for every 
other prime q] is s u c h that A/< a) ^ T^ and H U ) = F1 • To see this, note 
that <a , C)= ® <a ) so A/i a) B/< a , C) ^ T* while a^C lies in 
P' q^P ^ ^ 
the isomorphic copy [A^^^^C^/C of A ^^^ which is p-isotype in yl 
(because the factor group has no p-torsion) so 
A 
"p '•~p' p '"p ' p 
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Fundamental to our treatment o£ a group A of torsion free rank 1 as 
an extension (13) is the observation that n imbeds T(A) as a 'large' 
subgroup of . 
5.3 LEMMA. Let a be an element of infinite order in a group A of 
torsion free rank 1 ^ and r\ A ^ A/i a )= T^ the natural epimorphism. 
Then the factor group is locally cyclic. 
Proof. We have 
r V n ^ U ) = 4/<a>/(rW)+(a>)/<a> 
A/[TU)+<a)] 
so that T*/r]TiA) is a homomorphic image of A/T(A) . Since A/T(^A) is 
locally cyclic, so is T'^ /r]TiA') . • 
Thus the relationship between ^ n^C^) and T"^  in (13) is indeed 
a close one. In fact, the Dim invariants of T(A) (which are the same as 
those of A ) and T* can be related via HCa) ; we do this in the next 
three lemmas. The restriction of = A/ia) to a p-group in the proofs of 
these lemmas affords no loss of generality - if (^^ p-^  ^^ group derived 
from A in (5.2) then = and 
U^ = U^^ia) 
and 
f ^ (a r = for a an ordinal or . 
o ^ (p)-' a 
Thus we can use A^^.^ and for each prime p separately to find the 
desired relationships. 
5.4 LEMMA. Let A have torsion free rank 1 and suppose T{A) is 
reduced. Then the divisible part of (A/ia))^ is Zip"") if U^{a) contains 
oo ^ and 0 otherwise. 
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Proof. Assume that i4/< a > is a p-group and let r\ : A A/{ a) be 
the natural homomorphism. It follows from (2.24) that p°°r)A = r)p"A . Thus 
/I • , , , OO oo oo 
r]A IS reduced unless p A 0 . Since p ^(.4) = 0 , we have p A ^ 0 
exactly when U^ia) contains . That the divisible part of r)A cannot 
exceed Z(p°°) is evident from the fact that n TiA) = 0 implies p°°A 
is torsion free of rank at most 1 . • 
5.5 LEMMA. Let A have tors-ion free rank l and suppose a is an 
element of A having infinite order and p-indioator (a^, Oy ...) . Then 
for every ordinal a we have 
fJiA/{a)) = . 
<a >)+l i f a+1 = a. and a gap precedes a- ; and 
O "V 
f J , < a >) otherwise. 
Proof. Assume A/{a) is a p-group. Let B (B) denote the image of 
a subset B (element b ) under the natural map A A/{ a) . It follows 
from (2.24) that p * ^ = p'^A , while it is immediate from (5.3) that the 
dimension of p'^A[p] (as a Z/pZ vector space) is at most one greater than 
the dimension of its subspace p^A[p] . It follows that 
fPiA, <a» = dimlp'^Aip]/ {[p'^^'^AH a)] n p'^Aip]]} 
= dim{ [p^Alp]^p'^^hn a >) / [p^'^'h^ a))} 
,. r r r , a+l-7\ / a+1-
= dim{ [p A[p]+p Aj/p A 
< dim{ 
= //(A/<a>) 
< f / i A , <a>) -H 1 
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and therefore f f u , <a>) < //(>!/< a >) i f and only i f 
Suppose a is indeed such that f J i A , <a>) < f J ' i A/ i a ) ) . Then 
p-niceness of < a> in i4 ensures the existence of a b in 4 sat is fy ing 
^pC-^ ) = o and 
We have pb = va for some integer v . I f o + I = + I < h^{i>a) then 
there exists c in p^^^A with pa = ra = pb , so that b - a ^ P^A[p] , 
whence b € p^'^^A + p^A[p] , a contradiction. Thus o + I ^ h (rd) - o. 
p ^ 
for some i . I f a = a. , then 
h (b) = o = a = h (r'd) , 
P u-i p 
where pr' = r and pb = p (p 'a ) , so that b = r'a + t such that 
t ^ p^Alp] . Then b = t ^ p^^lp] , a contradiction. Thus a ^ a. , and 
since a + 1 = a. i t follows that a gap precedes a. . I' % 
Conversely, suppose a + 1 = a. for some i and a gap precedes o . . 
% % 
Then (p^a) = a + I and p^a = pb with = o . For this b i t 
follows that b ^ p^^^A + p'^A[p] ; i f not, the p-niceness of a in i4 
yields b = a + x + sa such that s is an integer, x € p^A[p] and 
e ^ p^'^^^A . This implies h^isa) > a and h^{psd) = a + 1 so in fact 
h^isa) = o , contradicting o o^ for j < i . • 
5.6 LEMMA. Let A have torsion free rank 1 and suppose a is an 
element of A having infinite order and p-indioator (a^, a^, ...] . Then 
for a an ordinal or «> we have 
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f / U ) = 
U/<a>) + l if 0 = 0^ and a gap follows o^ ; n n 
f^ if there is an n such that a+1 = a and a gap 
a)) otherwise. 
precedes O^ ; 
Proof. Asstune A/{a) is a p-group. Wallace [1] has shown that when 
a is an ordinal 
/ / M , <a>) = 
fJ^iA)-! if o = a^ and a gap follows a^ ; and 
f ^ {A) otherwise. 
The case for o an ordinal now follows from (5.5) while the case when 
cr = oo is immediate from (5.4). • 
If A has torsion free rank 1 and a in ^ has infinite order, we 
have shown in (5.6) that the Ulm invariants of A (and therefore of T{A) ) 
are uniquely determined by those of the quotient A/ia) in the presence of 
|-|(a) and vice versa. With this in mind we review what is known about the 
connection between H(^) T{_A) . Let W{a) = l^pj^ ^^^ write T = TiA) 
Then the following three conditions must be satisfied by HCi^) and T (see 
Fuchs [2], p. 200-201): 
(i) if there is a gap following o then 
(ii) if a , <» for all k then pK 
while if Gp^ = °° for some r then o^^ < ^p(^) whenever 
(Hi) for every prime p for which there 
is an integer m ^ 0 such 
that p^^'^'^p - 0 and p^^'^ ^^^p torsion complete or 
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^'p/p^^p ^s the torsion part of the inverse limit 
lim T^/p'^T^ (p (oa) 
(according as a is an isolated or limit ordinal), then 
o^^ ^ implies 
V ' • 
In fact, these conditions are also sufficient: 
5.7 THEOREM (Fuchs [2]). Let M = [a jl be a height matrix, and let 
pK-i 
T be a reduced torsion group. Then there is a mixed group A of torsion 
free rank 1 whose torsion part is T and which contains an element a of 
infinite order such that 
HCa) = M 
if and only if f'] and T satisfy (i)-(iii). • 
It is natural to ask the corresponding question for pairs T*) , 
namely: which pairs are admissible? This question would be of 
little interest if (5.7) were to provide an immediate answer; that is, if 
the strong connection between j^j , T{A] and already revealed by (5.6) 
and (5.3) would in fact amount to T* being determined up to isomorphism by 
|V| and T(i4) . However, the following example due to Megibben [1] shows that 
neither T^ nor A is determined up to isomorphism by and T{A) . 
5.8 EXAMPLE (Megibben [1]). Let B be an unbounded countable direct 
sum of cyclic p-groups and B the torsion completion of B (the torsion 
completion is described on p. 15, Fuchs [2]). Choosing a pure subgroup T 
of S such that B < T and B/T ^ Z(p°°) , we let E he s. subgroup of 
1 Ext (z(p°°), T] such that T < H , ^/T ^  § , and fl n\H = E F Q . 
n=l 
Similarly we find a subgroup G of Ext (z(p°°), b) such that B sG , 
G/B Q , and 0 so that there are elements g ir\ G and h in E 
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of infinite order such that = o) h- fe = h^ip^h] for k = 0, I , ... . 
Writing A = G@T and C ^ H@B we have H^ (^ 7) = W^Ah) and 
T{A) = B ®T T{C) . However, since 
H/E^ -^B , G/G^'^B and B @ T ^B @ B (see Fuchs [2], p. 206} 
we have 
{Af{ g))^^ B @ T B ®B ^ (C/< h))^ . • 
Conversely, we might ask whether |V| and T* determine T{A) up to 
isomorphism. This question is immediately answered in the negative with the 
following example. 
5.9 EXAMPLE. Let B, C, G, T, g and h be the same as in (5.8). 
Since H(^) = H(^) = M has all entries °° except those in the row 
corresponding to p (this row has the form (o), oj+l, ...) ), we deduce from 
(5.6) that the Ulm invariants of S = T{G) , and (G/<g))^ are the same; 
these two groups are countable and reduced so B ^ (G/(g))^ . Thus if 
F = B@G, D= © Z(c?°°) and T* = B @ B @ D then F and C satisfy 
F / { g ) ^ T* and C/< h ) ^ T'^ respectively, while 
and H^'(^) - Hc^h) . • 
Thus (5,6) and (5.7) do not yield a description of those pairs (|V|, T^) 
which are admissible; the reason is, of course, that the Ulm invariants do 
not serve to determine a torsion group up to isomorphism. Let us therefore 
take a closer look at the way in which n (in (13)) imbeds ir(>l) in T"^  
5.10 LEMMA. Let A be reduced and a on element of infinite order in 
A such that A/<a) = T* is a p-group. Let ^ : A ^ T* be the natural 
homomorphism and set T = T(Ay a = h^(a) and let x be a limit ordinal 
such that A < a . Then 
1. r]T is \-dense in T* ; 
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2. = r]T n p^T* whenever p 5 a ; and 
3. r^/pPy^ ^ y/pPy whenever p < A . 
Furthermore, when is reduaed there is an integer /c > 0 sz^ /-/ i/zai 
I (T) ^ k = I [T*} PI J PI ) 
and when T* is not reduced there is an integer k > 0 suoh that 
IpiT') + k = . 
In particular, if U^ia) has infinitely many gaps then = ^^(y) 
Finally if p = sup h [p^a] then 
P % y = p^T* . 
Proof. 1. The subgroup of T* is A-dense in T* if for each 
t* in T* and each ordinal p such that p < A we have t* € n^ " + p^T* . 
Since n is epic there is a; in .4 such that nx = t* . When x € T the 
required inclusion of in r]T + p^T* is trivial, so we need only deal 
with the case oCa;) = °° . Let n and k be integers such that 
0 ^ p^x = ka € <a) . The condition on p implies that p + ( j o < A < a , s o 
there is a strictly increasing finite sequence p^, p^, ..., p^ of ordinals 
such that PQ > p and p^ = h^{ka) . As we observed on p. 13 in chapter 2, 
n n 
there is a in such that ^p(y) - Pq .^nd p y = p x . Now x = y + t , 
where t € T so 
t* = r]x = r\y + nt ^ p^T* + r]T . 
2. Let p be an ordinal such that p 5 a . It suffices to prove that 
p % y ^ r]T N p^T* . If x ^ t\T n p^T* then p-niceness of <a> in A (see 
(2.24)) yields x = ny ^ r]t such that y € p^A and t ^ T . Thus 
y - t € <a> < P^A which implies that t € p^T and x = x\t (: r\p^T 5 p % y . 
3. From 1 and 2 we have 
5« 
^ T]T/p^nT 
^ T/p^T 
for every ordinal p such that p < A . 
For the next statement of the lemma, suppose T* is reduced. Then 
CO T ^ nr < implies l^HT) < l^iT*) , while (5.4) shows = a^ < 
for fe = 0, 1, ... . We consider the sequence o^, o^, ... and distinguish 
two cases. 
Case I. The sequence (a^, a^, ...) has only a finite number of 
gaps. If o^ is the greatest term with a gap preceding it (recall that a 
gap always precedes a ) then let ~ Y ^ with y zero or a limit 
ordinal and r finite. Condition (ii) of (5.7) implies that > y 
and (5.6) shows fJ^(T) = f^iT'^) whenever p > a^ . Therefore 
^p(y) + r > l^iT*) > . 
Case II. The sequence (a^, o^, ...) has infinitely many gaps. If 
Y = sup a. then condition (i) of (5.7) implies I (T) > y . Since 
i P 
f/iT) = f ^ (y*) when p > y , it follows that I {T) ^  I (T*) . P p p p 
Suppose is not reduced; then has a (unique) summand Z(p°°) . 
Now 
T*/r\T ^  Z(p°°) ^  (Z(p°°)+iiy)/iir 
implies Z(p°°) + r\T = T* . Writing T* - Z(p°°) ® B we have 
00 00 N CO 
B ^ T*/ZLP ) = (n2'+Z(p ))/Z(p ) 
^ r]T/[r]T n Z(p°°)) 
= r]T/C 
where C is cyclic because nr is reduced. Let y = I (B) = I (T*) As p' ' p' ' • 
C is finite and therefore p-nice in t]T it follows that L^ir]T) > y and 
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5 C . Thus Zp(r^) < 1^{t\T) 5 l^vr*) + k for some integer k 0 . 
It is clear from the above that ^p(^) ^ T'^ V^ *') can only occur when 
the sequence (a^, a^, ...) has finitely many gaps. Finally, if 
p = sup and p%T p^T* let x in p^A satisfy r]x ^ . 
i 
Now 0 f p^x ^ <a) for some n so > p for some k , which is 
impossible. • 
The information we now have leads to a number of necessary conditions 
for the admissibility of the pair (|V|, T^) . Writing |V| = [a J , it 
pK 
follows from (5.6) that 
(a) if o^-j^ - 1 exists and a gap precedes o^-j^ then 
p / i(y^) # 0 . 
pk 
Recall that our convention oo _ i = oo means that °° - 1 exists. It is 
natural to ask how conditions (i)-(iii) of (5.7) can be translated to our 
situation. We see from (5.6) that condition (i) is taken care of auto-
matically, while condition (ii) and (5.10) together imply 
(b) if o^^ i: oo then a^^ < + o) . 
5.11 LEMMA. Let A have torsion free rank 1 and contain an element 
a of infinite order such that HCcz) = M and a > ^  . Write T = T{A) 
and M = [a J . Then conditions (i) and (ii) of (5.7) are satisfied exactly pK 
when (a) and (b) are satisfied. 
Proof. We need only show (ii) is satisfied if and only if (b) is. In 
view of the fact that + w = + o) by (5.10) , we have (ii) implies 
(b) and (b) implies the first part of (ii). In the remaining case when (b) 
is assumed and a^^ = <» for some but not all k , one considers the greatest 
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integer I for which CT^^ f oo and recalls that (5.6) implies / ^ ('/') f 0 
so l^^iT) > a^, . • 
We will show that the awkward condition (Ui) of (5.7J can be ignored 
completely when T^ is totally projective, and that (a) and (b) are alone 
sufficient for the admissibility of the pair (M, T*) . We anticipate this 
with the following definition. 
5.12 DEFINITION. Let M = [a^J be a height matrix, a torsion 
group. We say that M and T* are aompatible if they satisfy conditions 
(a) and (b) of (5.11). • 
We now restrict attention to pairs (M, H*) where H* is totally 
projective. This enables us to use Ulm's theorem for totally projective 
groups in our calculations. 
5.13 DEFINITION. Let A be the class of groups A such that A is 
an extension of a cyclic (finite or infinite) group by a totally projective 
group. An admissible pair (M, S'^ ) , where ff^ is totally projective, is 
said to be k-admissihle. If f'] is a height matrix and fl* is a torsion 
group then we say that the pair (M, E*) is k-oompatihle if H* is totally 
projective and M and E* are compatible. • 
Observe that A includes all torsion free groups of rank 1 , all 
totally projective groups (in fact a torsion group is a member of A exactly 
when it is totally projective), and by (2.26), groups with torsion free rank 
1 having totally projective torsion part (the latter have been classified 
by Wallace [1]). However the torsion part of a group in A need not be 
totally projective as the following well known example shows. 
5.14 EXAMPLE (Nunke [3]). Given a prime p , Nunke constructs a 
group A such that p^A ^ Z and 
A/p^A ^ E^ 
6J 
(recaJl that hJ^ is the generalised Priifer p-group of length o ). it 
follows from (5.10) that the natural map ^ : A A/p^A imbeds T{A) as 
an ^^-dense isotype subgroup of H^ such that H^/r]T(A) ^ Z(p°°) - thus 
T{A) is an fi-elementary S-group. It is known that such a group cannot be 
totally projective (for example, see Warfield [2]). • 
We list a number of elementary properties shared by groups in A . 
(A). If A ^ k and B is a finitely generated subgroup of A 
then A/B ^ K . 
Since A is an extension 
0 { a) ^ A A/{ a) ^ 0 , 
the group A/B is the middle term of 
0 ^ < a+B) ^ A/B ^ {A/B)/{{a, B)/B) ^ 0 . 
Now 
(,A/B)/{{a, B)/B) -^A/ia, B) 
= (^/<a>)/«a, S>/<a>) 
= r^ , say. 
Clearly < a, B)/<a'> is a finitely generated subgroup of the totally 
projective group A/< a > ; since (A) holds with A replaced by the class of 
totally projective groups (see Fuchs [2], p. 88), T* is totally projective 
and A/B € A . In particular if g and h are elements of a group G 
such that oig) = o(h) = «> and G/< g ) is totally projective, then G/ih) 
is also totally projective. 
(B) If A ^ A and the subgroup C of A has finite index in A 
then C ^ k . 
We use the fact that (B) holds for the class of totally projective 
groups in place of A (see Fuchs [2], p. 80); this also means that we need 
only consider the case where A has torsion free rank 1 . It follows that 
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C has torsion free rank 1 and, by (A), there is an element a in C 
such that At^a) is totally projective. Then 67< a > has finite index in 
A/ia) and we are done. 
Wallace [1] has shown that C is totally projective if /I is totally 
projective and A/C is countable. We cannot similarly extend (B) to allow 
C to have countable index since in (5.14) the factor group A/T{A) is 
countable although T{A) ^ A . However the proof of (B) also shows: 
(C) I f A ^ A and the subgroup C of A is, not torsion and has 
countable index in A then C ^ A . 
Although (5.9) shows that a general admissible pair (|V|, 2'*) can be 
associated with non-isomorphic groups having torsion free rank 1 , such a 
possibility is excluded for A-admissible pairs by the following theorem. 
5.15 THEOREM. I f A and A' are two groups in A containing, 
respectively, elements a and a' of infinite order such that 
= Wia') and A/{ a) ^ A'/{ a ' ) then A ^ A' . 
Proof. We may assume that A (and therefore 4 ' ) is reduced. It is 
clear from (5.5) that 
fPiA, (a)) = <a'>) 
for all primes p and ordinals a , while < a>) = 0 = f J ' i A ' , <a'>) 
follows because A and A' are reduced. Now 
f / [ A i p , (a)), <a>) = f f i A , < a>) 
for all p and a , so (2.14) yields, for each prime p , an isomorphism 
Aip, <a>) A'ip, <a'>) . The homomorphism A ^ A' given by (2.21) is 
clearly an isomorphism. • 
With (5.15) in mind we make the following definition. 
5.16 DEFINITION. Let (M, ff*) be an A-admissible pair and /I the 
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unique (up to isomorphism) group in A containing an element a o£ infinite 
order such that HC^:) = ^ and >l/< a > ^  ^^ . Then we say that (|V1, Z/'^ ) 
represents A . • 
One of the main reasons for considering groups with torsion free rank 1 
as extensions is revealed by (5.15); we are able to classify groups in A 
using height matrices and the structure theory of totally projective groups 
even though their torsion parts need not be totally projective. 
In general there are many different A-admissible pairs representing 
the same group in A , and some way of equating such pairs would be useful. 
We begin by defining invariants for an arbitrary pair T*) in a manner 
suggested by (5.6). 
5.17 DEFINITION. Let M = [cJ J be a height matrix, T^ ^ a torsion 
pK 
group. For each prime p , and for a an ordinal or <» we define: 
+ l if o = a^^ and a gap follows a^^ ; 
f if there is an n such that a+1 = a and a gap 
o pn ^ ^ 
precedes o^^ ; and 
fJ^iT*) otherwise. • 
5.18 DEFINITION. Let (M, H*) and (N, G*) be two A-corapatible 
pairs. We say that (M, H*} and (f^ , G*) are equivalent (in symbols -
(M, (N, G*) ) if M ^ N and 
/ / ( M , - / / ( N , 
for all ordinals a and primes p . • 
It is clear that 'V' defined in (5.18) is an equivalence relation - our 
next result shows that the obvious correspondence is a bisection between 
equivalence classes of A-admissible pairs and the isomorphism classes in 
A . 
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5 . 1 9 THEOREM. Let A J A' he two groups i-n A containing, respectively 
elements a, a' of infinite order such that H(a) = F! and \\(a') = N • 
Then A ^ A' if and only if (jV], A/( a)) 'x. (N, A'/(a')) . 
P r o o f . Suppose (jV], A/( a)) (N, A'/<a')) . It is clear from ( 5 . 6 ) 
that the Dim invariants of A and A' are the same. Replacing a and 
a ' , if necessary, by suitable multiples of themselves we may assume 
H ( a ) = H ( a ' ) . Then ( 5 . 6 ) and ( 2 . 1 4 ) yield A/( a) '^A'/<a'> . By ( 5 . 1 5 ) 
A A' . T]\e converse is obvious. • 
We require the following two lemmas for A-compatible pairs. 
5 . 2 0 LEMMA. Let (M, H*) and ( N , G*) be A-compatible pairs. If 
(M, H'') (N, G*) and (M, H'^) is A-admlssible then so is (N, G^) . 
P r o o f . Let 4 be a group in A represented by (jV], H*) and let a 
in A be such that = M . If we can find an a' in A such that 
H(a') = M then ( 5 . 6 ) shows that the Ulm invariants of T* = A/( a') and G* 
are the same and ( 2 . 1 4 ) yields T* G* . Thus (f^, G*) is A-admissible. 
We reduce the problem of finding such an a' to the case pl\| = for 
some prime p as follows. Since M N , there are integers k, I > 1 
such that fcjVl = IfiJ and since A/< ka >) represents A and is equivalent 
to (M, H'^) then (k\l\, A/ika)) (N, G*) . Thus we can assume ZN = M for 
some integer Z > 0 ; there is an immediate reduction to the case pl\ = jVj 
where p is prime. 
Let us now find a' . Write [ ^ = ( 0 ^ , 0 ^ , . . . ] so that h^{a) = o^ ; 
we require a' in such that h^{a') = o^ and pa' ~ a . When 
a^ + 1 = cjj^  there is no problem, and when a^ + 1 < o^ ^ , it is clear that 
such an a ' will exist exactly when f^i^') ^ 0 . To see that this 
Oo 
condition is satisfied, suppose a^ + 1 < a^ ^ Then 
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^ 0 . • 
5.21 LEMMA. Let (M, H*) be an A-oompatible pair. Then for each 
integer n > 1 there is a totally projective group G* such that (n^, G*) 
is A-oompatible and (nf^, G*) % (jV], h*) . 
Proof. There is no loss of generality in assuming that n = p and 
that H* is a p-group for some prime p . Suppose = (a^, a^, ...) 
and define a function g as follows: if a is an ordinal then 
f ^ m - l if a+l = o ; 
gi.0) = if a = Cg ; 
ffiH*) otherwise; 
and if a = <» then g(o) = . 
Now (1^1, H^) is A-admissible so that condition (a) of (5.12) ensures 
f J i H * ) # 0 if a + 1 - a^ , and therefore g(a) > 0 for all a . Since 
we have only made finite changes in finitely many places to the Ulm 
invariants of H'^ to obtain , it is clear that g is admissible. By 
(2.16) there is a totally projective p-group with g(o) = f J ' i G * ) for 
all a . 
For compatibility of (p|V], G*) observe that l^iG*) > l^iH*) so that 
p|Vl and G* satisfy (b) with pM in place of ^ and G* in place of 
T* , while (a) needs checking only when a^ + 1 = a^ . We then require 
(G^ )^ t 0 which is guaranteed by our choice of g . As pM M it 
remains only to show E^) = fj^ipfl, G*] for all a . This is 
obvious except when o ^ and a + 1 = a^ or o = a^ . We distinguish 
three cases and run through the calculation explicitly. 
1. If a + l = a ^ then 
- r j m - 1 
= f f m , H'^) . 
2. If a = OQ and a^ + 1 = a^ then 
/ / ( p M , G') = f / H G * ) - 1 
= f / m 
= / / ( M , H*) . 
3. If a = a^ and a^ + 1 < a^ then 
/ / ( p M , = ffiG*) 
f / i H * ) + 1 
f / c N , H^) . • 
We show that A-compatible pairs are A-admissible in two stages -
first for a restricted class of A-compatible pairs and using this, for an 
arbitrary A-compatible pair. 
5.22 THEOREM. Suppose ^ is a height matrix with only a finite number 
of gaps. Then a pair (1^], H'^) is A-admissible if and only if it is 
A-compatible. 
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Proof. From the discussion leading up to (5.12), it is immediate that 
all A-admissible pairs are A-compatible. For the converse part, suppose 
(M, is A-compatible. There is an integer n > 1 such that nW has 
no gaps; now (5.21) lets us replace |V| by n|V| and H'^  by G* such that 
(n|Vl, G^) % (|V1, H'') while (5.20) shows (|V|, H*) is A-admissible if and 
only if (nf^ l, is. In view of this we assume contains no gaps and 
by (5.2) we replace ^ by = U = (a, a+1, a+2, ...) and H^ by H^^ . 
Next we show that ^^C^"^) = a can also be assumed without loss of 
generality. Since A-compatibility of (U, H'') ensures that fJ^^iH*) # 0 
when a is not a limit ordinal, (2.18) allows us to write H* = H^* Q H^* 
with = a . Now ( u , ff^'^) is A-compatible and if ( u , ff^^) 
represents A' then (U, represents A = A' @ ff^* . As the result is 
trivial when a = °° , we also assume that o is an ordinal. 
We use a construction of Hill and Megibben [1]: it follows from (2.2) 
that there is a subgroup ff of ff* such that H is isotype and a-dense 
in B* and 0 ^ = z{p^] where a € {O, 1, . . .} u W . As we 
observed in the proof of (2.2), ot = °° whenever o ^ oj . There is a 
torsion free group R of rank 1 containing an element a such that 
{a) = a and such that R/(a> . We define A to be the subdirect 
sum of H"^ and B having kernels H and <a> respectively. That is, if 
r\ : H* H*/H and 6 : R ^ R/(a> are the natural homomorphisms then 
A = {h+r ^ H* @ R : r]h = 6r} . Identifying H'^ and R as subgroups of 
H* @ R in the natural way, we have A + H'^ = A + R = H*@R and 
A n H* = H and A n R =< a) . Arguing as in Proposition 1.7 of Hill and 
Megibben [1] we have 
p^A = A n © R) . 
Now p'^{.E* ® R) = p'^R and since p^ i? = <a > when a < w and p^R = R when 
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a > 0) , it follows that p ^ A = A n p ^ B = < a > . Therefore \ a ) = o and 
A / < a ) = A / A n R = i A + R ) / R - (H^ @ R ) / R ^ H * 
shows that A is represented by (U, H * ) . • 
It will be convenient to have a name for the groups described in (5.22) 
5.23 DEFINITION. Let C be the class of groups C in A such that 
the height matrix of every element c? in C contains only finitely many 
gaps. • 
Before proceeding further, we point out a modification to (5.7). 
Megibben [2] has shown that if X is a limit ordinal not cofinal with oj 
and if T ^ @ G^ has p-length A and each G^ is a p-group with 
p-length less than A , then T is the torsion part of the inverse limit 
lim T/pPy (P ^ A) . 
Now a totally projective p-group T with p-length a limit ordinal A 
can always be written as a direct sum of totally projective groups with 
p-lengths less than A (see Fuchs [2], p. 70). Further, for each ordinal 
Y Y 
Y < A the groups p T and T / p ^ T are always totally projective (and 
therefore never torsion complete) so that for a group A with torsion free 
rank 1 and totally projective torsion part T , condition ( i i i ) of (5.7) 
becomes 
( i v ) i f A is a l i m i t o v d i n d l n o t o o f i n d l w i t h w a n d if 
A 5 ^p(^) < A + 0) t h e n o^-j^ # °° i m p l i e s 
Thus (5.7) gives: 
5.24 THEOREM. L e t T b e a r e d u c e d t o t a l l y p r o j e c t i v e g r o u p ^ H a 
h e i g h t m a t r i x . T h e r e earists a m i x e d g r o u p A of t o r s i o n f r e e r a n k 1 w i t h 
T { A ) = T a n d w h i c h c o n t a i n s a n e l e m e n t a of i n f i n i t e o r d e r w i t h H ( a ) = 
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i f and only i f |V| satisfies (i) and Hi) of (5.7) and (iv). • 
Now the main theorem of this chapter: 
5.25 THEOREM. A reduced pair (M, H*) is K-adnrlssihle i f and only 
i f it in A-compaLible. 
Proof. Only half the statement requires verification, and again we can 
replace |V| by = u = (a^, a^, and by H^* . Assume that 
(U, H^) is A-compatible. In view of (5.22) we need only consider the case 
when u has infinitely many gaps. It is easy to see, using (2.16), that 
there is a totally projective p-group H with Ulm invariants given by 
f ^ m = / / ( M , H*) . 
Evidently > o^ for n = 0, 1, ... so that u and H satisfy (iv) 
of (5.24) with U in place of and H in place of T . Let A be the 
group given by (5.24) with torsion part H and element a of infinite 
order such that U^ia) = U . Since A/( a ) is totally projective and has the 
same Ulm invariants as H* , it follows that A/i a) = H^ . • 
Having solved the problem of which pairs (|V|, H"^ ) are admissible when 
H* is totally projective, it would be useful to know whether every height 
matrix occurs in some A-admissible pair. 
5.26 PROPOSITION. To each height K = , . . . , ...>> there 
is a group C in C containing an element c of infinite order such that 
H(c?) = K . Further J this c can be chosen so that H(^) contains no gaps. 
Proof. Let be the height matrix with no gaps and first column 
<<3-,, ...>> and let H* = @ H ^ , where H ^ is the generalised 
2 ^^ p,F % % 
Priifer p-group of length . It is easy to check that (jV], H"^) is 
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A-compatible and so (5.22) yields the result. • 
5.27 PROPOSITION. To eaoh height matvix jVj there is a group A in 
A represented by (M, H*) for some totally projeative group U* . 
Proof. Let M = [a^^] and set 
B^ = ® ® H P 
and argue as for (5,26). • 
Let us now turn to a study of the torsion part of a group in A . 
5.28 THEOREM. If A ^ A then T(4) is an S-group. 
Proof. 
We need only consider a reduced group A in A with torsion 
free rank 1 represented by (JV], H*) where W is a p-group. Put 
^ " = (^0' •••) ' n : be the natural homomorphism and T 
be the torsion part of A . Recall that ^T T . We consider three cases. 
1. U has infinitely many gaps. It is easy to see, using (2.16), 
that there is a totally projective p-group H with Ulm invariants given by 
f j m = / / ( M , H*) . 
Arguing as in the proof of (5.25) we see that and H satisfy 
condition (iv) of (5.24) with T replaced by H . Since conditions (i) 
and (ii) of (5.7) are automatically satisfied, (5.24) 
gives a group A' with 
torsion free rank 1 such that T{A') = H and containing an element a' 
with H(«') = M- Now (5.6) implies A'/{ a' ) H'' and thus A' i k , By 
(5.15) , A ^ A' and so T ^ T W ) = H . 2. U has only finitely many gaps and sup a . = p < °° . Let X be 
i ^ 
the limit ordinal such that X + w = p . When X is cofinal with w it 
follows, using the argument of 1 , that T is totally projective. Suppose 
that A is not cofinal with o) . By changing to another representation if 
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necessary, we can assume a^ > A . Note that the new H* obtained from any 
such change is still totally projective, while T is of course unaffected. 
Now (5.10) shows that n ^ is A-dense in H* , and that 
= p^H* n nr for all a 5 A . 
Hence 
and we now prove that n T / p \ T is an S-group by showing that 
(nT+p 
H* is A-dense and isotype in the totally projective p-group 
H*/p^H* . For each ordinal a < A we have 
as r]T is A-dense in H* . On the other hand, for each ordinal a 5 A we 
have 
= ((nr+p^H'^) n p V ) / p V 
= by the modular law 
= ( p V + p % y ) / p V by (5.10) 
< /ph*] 
so that 
Since the p-length of H*/p^H* is A , this shows that [jyr+p^n*]/p^lj* 
is indeed isotype in H*/p^H* . It follows from (5.10) that = p^H* 
so that P\T/P^T\T is a subgroup of . As A + oj = p we have 
that is a totally projective p-group whose p-length is at most 
Lo . Therefore is a direct sum of cyclic p-groups. This means 
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that p\T/p^r]T is also a direct sura of p-groups. Put G = nT/p^T]T ; 
then we have shown that p^G and G/p^G are both S-groups. Therefore 
G is an 5-group. However p%T = p^H* is also an 5-group so that x\T 
is itself an 5-group. 
3. u contains °° . Assume a^ = «> ; then H* has a unique summand 
°° oo 
Z(p ) such that r]T n Z{p )= 0 . In the proof of (5.10) we saw that 
nr + Z(p°°) = H* so that H^ = ny©Z(p°°) . Thus A'T is totally 
projective. • 
In particular the only case when the p-component of an /I in A is 
not automatically totally projective is when there is an element a in A 
of infinite order such that i^^Ca) does not contain and has only 
finitely many gaps. We conclude our investigation of the torsion part of a 
group 4 in A by giving two alternative conditions under which 4 is a 
direct sum of a p-group and a group whose p-component is 0 or has limit 
ordinal p-length. 
5.29 PROPOSITION. Let A be a reduced group in A represented by 
(M, H*) ^ and (V^  = u = (a^, a^, ...) . If U has only finitely many 
gaps^ or if o. > a. + w for infinitely many values of i , then 
A = A' ® H 
where H is a totally projective p-group and is a limit ordinal 
or 0 . 
Proof. We can assume H* (and therefore 7(4) ) is a p-group. We 
deal with the two cases separately. 
1. u has only finitely many gaps. Let the last gap precede a^ . In 
the case where a^ # «> , let A be the limit ordinal (or 0) such that 
\ + k ^ o^ for some non-negative integer k . An easy modification of the 
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proof of (2.18) yields a summand G* of ff^ compatible with [V| and such 
that when a X , 
1 if a+1 a. and a gap precedes o. ; and 
fJiG*) = 
^ ° iT I ^ 
fl4j 
0 otherwise. 
In the case = and n = 0 we put ff* = , otherwise ^ 
and there is a limit ordinal X and integer k > 0 such that \ + k ^ o 
n-1 
Again we can choose a summand G'^  of H* compatible with M and 
satisfying (14). Write H* = G* @ H and suppose A' is represented by 
(M, G*) . Then A' @ H is represented by (JV], H*) and we have 
A' @ H A . Clearly ^pi^^') = ^ • 
2. U has infinitely many infinite gaps. Write p = sup a. . Since 
^ 
there are only finitely many a. in any co-type interval, it is again 
possible to modify (2.18) to obtain a summand G* of H* such that 
= p and such that fJ'[G*) ^ 0 whenever a + 1 = a^ and a gap 
precedes a. . Clearly ([V], G*) is compatible and if (jV], G*) represents 
A^ then arguing as above we have A - A' B. for some torsion E , while 
I [A '] = p . • 
The following example demonstrates that (5.29) cannot be strengthened 
to include all groups in A . 
5.30 EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime and jV] a height matrix such that 
= (0, 2, 4, ...) and = (0, 1, 2, ...) for all primes q t p . Let 
T be the totally projective p-group whose non-zero Ulm invariants are 
f^^iT) = 1 for n = 0, 1, ... and = 1 • By (5.24) there is a 
group A in K with T^A) = T and an element a in 4 of infinite order 
such that H(«) = F! • If A ^ A' ®B and = ^ (this is the only 
limit ordinal possibility for ^p(^p') ) ^^en l^iH) = w + ] while (5.6) 
implies that f J (H) = 0 for almost all a such that 0 - a < w , wliich is 
impossible. • 
We conclude the chapter with the proof of a result promised in Chapter 
2. 
5.31 THEOREM. Let be a height matrix. Then 5|yj is a ootorsion 
functor. Moreovery S'jyj has enough projeotives exactly when contains no 
gaps. 
Proof. That S^ is a cotorsion functor follows from (2.25) and (5.27). 
If contains no gaps and 3 » . . . >> is the first column 
of then the proof of (5.26) yields a representing sequence 
3 
for Sfj, such that H* is totally projective and p ^H * ^ 0 for all p 
in P . Since p ^Ext[H *, x) = 0 for all p in P and all groups X , (l 
V 
it follows that 
3 
Z)(|V1) = n p P^xtiH*, X) = 0 . 
pip 
Thus H* is ^lyj-projective and 5|y| has enough projectives. 
On the other hand, suppose [V^  = [a^, a^, o^, ...) contains a gap 
which follows a , say. Choose a group A containing an element a such 
yx 
that JJ^id) = (oq, a^, a^, a^+1, ...) and - when 
q f p . Clearly 
0 # a -H yl(|Vl) € [^/4(|V1)](|VI) 
so that 5|yj is not a radical. • 
CHAPTER 5 
BALANCED PROJECTIVES 
In this chapter we characterise the balanced projectives in the 
category of all Abelian groups: they are just the direct summands of direct 
sums of members of the class A . We also explore the properties of 
balanced projectives. Every group is the balanced image of a balanced 
projective. If A is balanced projective, then AIT{A') is completely 
decomposable and T{A) is a summand of an S'-group. A torsion (torsion 
free) group is balanced projective in the category of all Abelian groups if 
and only if it is totally projective (completely decomposable). 
The class of balanced sequences of torsion groups is closed under the 
functors l^yj , and the corresponding class of (torsion) projectives (the 
totally projective groups) is similarly closed under the j^yi (see 2.19). 
Moreover, the class of balanced sequences of arbitrary groups is, by 
definit ion, the largest class of short exact sequences closed under the 
functors Sj^ j . It is therefore somewhat surprising that (as an example will 
show) the class of balanced projectives is not also closed under the Sjyi . 
However, we show that the closure of the class of balanced projectives under 
the (as well as direct sums and direct summands) is in fact the class 
of projectives relative to a suitably chosen class of balanced sequences which 
we call C-balanced. The essential difference between a balanced sequence 
and a C-balanced sequence is shown to occur with the torsion; we use this 
to show that the C-balanced sequences are also closed under the functors 
j^yj . Our main result on C-balanced projectives (we use the term 
C-projective) is (6.20), namely: every C-projective is a direct summand of 
a direct sum of groups of the form -4(1^]) where A is balanced projective 
and n is a height matrix, and if A is balanced projective and l^j is a 
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height matrix then /l(jVl) is C-projective. We also show that if A is 
balanced projective and ^ is a height matrix then |Vj) is balanced 
projective. These results enable us to show that, given an 5-group A and 
height matrix M , both ^(jVj) and A/Aif^} are 5-groups. 
Although we do not provide the details here, the arguments in Chapter 4 
readily adapt to show that the C-balanced infectives are just the pure 
injectives. Similarly, most of the results of Chapter 3 carry over with 
C-balanced replacing balanced. 
We begin with a generalisation of Lemma 80.3 of Fuchs [2] to mixed 
groups. 
6.1 LEMMA. Given a commutative diagram 
0 ^ N A 
<P 
0 ^ U V W -y 0 
where U is H-halanced in V and the two rows are exact^ suppose that 
4> does not decrease heights in A . If the element a is p-proper with 
respect to N and pa ^ N then can be extended to a map 
: d) ^ V 
such that a4'*a = (pa and ip* does not decrease heights. 
Proof. If H(a) = < < 6 2 ' ^p' = X then some y in 7(K) 
satisfies av = (^a . Write K ' = <<32> " that is, K' is 
the same as K except in the p-th entry, which is increased by 1 . 
Clearly pv - ippa ( U n F(K') = t'(K') so there is a u in U(K) with 
pu = pv - Ippa . We extend to a homomorphism ip'^  of (N, a) into V 
by setting ip'^a = v - u € V : this clearly satisfies aip'^a = av = (pa . Now 
H(v-u) > K = H(a) and to check that ip"^ does not decrease heights it is 
enough to show that HCma+x) s l-{[m(v-u)+ipx] whenever x ^ N and 
1 < m < p . Since a , and therefore ma , is p-proper with respect to N 
we have h^irna+x) = m±w{h^[rna), , while 
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h^{mv-mu+^x) > min[h^[m{v-u)] ^h^iipx)] 
> min [h^ (ma), h^ (a;)) . 
If q p then 
h^{ma+x) - h^ipma+px) 
- h^{pmiv-u)+\l!px] as ip does not decrease heights 
= h^[m(v-u)+iljx] . • 
6.2 THEOREM. If A ^ ~K then A is balanced projective, and if 
C (i C then C is H-projective. 
Proof. Since direct sums and direct summands of projectives are 
again projective, we need only consider groups in A and C in C . 
Suppose A ^ A , let A W be a homomorphism and let 
O - y U ^ V - ^ W ^ O 
be a balanced sequence; our task is to show that (J) lifts to a homomorphism 
\l) : A V such that = (J) . When A is torsion, A is totally 
projective. Now ({v4 5 and since 
0 T(U) T{V) ^ T{W) ^ 0 
is balanced (see (3.10)), cf) lifts to ij; : 4 T{V) such that aij; = (f) . 
As ip can be considered as a homomorphism : V , we have the required 
lifting. If A has torsion free rank 1 , let a be an element of infinite 
order in A and choose y in V such that ay = ^a and = H^^) • 
The correspondence a V gives rise to a homomorphism ijj' : < a ) ->- V which 
does not decrease heights in A . If (p^  is the restriction of (() to 
A(p, (a)) for each prime p , we have the commutative diagram 
z > • 0 ^ (a> A(p, (a>) (A/< a>) 
0 U V W ^ 0 
where both rows are exact and the bottom row is balanced. Now (2.24) implies 
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<a> is p-nice in A(p, < a>) ; using (6.1) and a nice composition series 
for (4/<a»p we extend ip' to lU^ : A(p, (a)) ^ V in such a way that 
% " '^ p extension is done transfinitely, taking unions at limit 
ordinals and using (6.1) at non-limit ordinals). An application of (2.20) 
yields a (jj : A V such that a^) = <j} . 
The proof that groups C in C , and hence groups in C , are 
H-projective is similar: the case for torsion C is the same as above, 
while for C having torsion free rank 1 we must choose a a in C with 
infinite order such that H(^) has no gaps to ensure that the map 
ip' : < a > ^  V does not decrease heights in C , • 
6.3 THEOREM. There are enough balanced (W-halanoed) projeotives. In 
particular, every group G can be imbedded in a balanced (H-balanced) 
sequence 0 -> fl -> 4 - ff ^  0 where A i K^ (4 € C^) , and every balanced 
(H-balanced) projective is in A . 
Proof. Corresponding to each element ^ in G we choose a group A 
Q 
in A containing an element a such that o[a ] ^ o{g) and 
9 g 
" HC^) ; when o{g) =00 we refer to (5.27) and for the case when 
o{g) f 00 one constructs, as in the proof of (3.9), a finite direct sum of 
generalised Prufer groups containing the required element. By (2.15), the 
height preserving map ^ : { a^) ^ i g ) sending ^g^ 9 extends to a map 
^g[p> ^'^g^) ^ ^ (2.21) provides a homomorphism ^^ : A G whose 
restriction to ^ ^ ^^ • The epimorphism 
® •• ® A ^ G 
giG y g^G ^ 
satisfies condition (b) of (3.12) and is therefore balanced. An identical 
argument can be used to show the existence of enough H-projectives. 
Finally, if G is balanced projective then the above argument provides 
a group i4 in A and a balanced epimorphism (() : A G . Since G is 
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balanced projective, there is i) : G A such that the diagram 
G 
A 
4) 
commutes. Hence G is a summand of ^ . • 
Combining (6,2) and (6.3) we get: 
6.4 THEOREM. (i) A is balanced projective if and only if 
A . 
(ii) A is H-projective if and only if A ^ C . • 
Another interesting property of balanced projectives is given in: 
6.5 PROPOSITION. An exact sequence 
0 ^ B ^ A C ^ 0 
of groups relative to which every group in A (C) has the projective 
property is balanced (W-balanced). 
Proof. Let c be an arbitrary element of C . The proof of (6.3) 
gives a reduced group in A containing an element g such that 
W^g) = H(^) » o{g) = o{c) and a homomorphism <p : G ^ C for which 
(pg = c . By assumption there is a homomorphism ip : G ^ A such that 
aip = (p . Writing a = ipg we have aa = c , o(a) = o(c) and |^(a) = Wic) . 
Thus B is balanced in A . The proof for H-balanced is identical. • 
A summand of a balanced projective is again balanced projective. If 
A is balanced projective then A/TiA) is completely decomposable; this 
follows from the fact that A is a direct summand of a direct sum of groups 
having torsion free rank 1 . We see from (6.4) and (5.28) that T{A) is a 
summand of an -S-group. These results are summarised in the following: 
6.6 PROPOSITION. (i) The torsion part of every balanced projective 
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(H-projective) is in S . 
(ii) A torsion (torsion free) group is balanoed projective if and only 
if it is totally projective (completely decomposable); the same holds for 
U-balanced. 
(Hi) If A is balanced projective (H-projective) then A/T{A^ is 
completely decomposable. 
(iv) A torsion surmand of a balanced (W-balanced) projective is totally 
projective. • 
We now give the promised example which shows that the class of balanced 
projectives is not closed under the functors iSj^j , 
6.7 EXAMPLE. Let A be the group mentioned in (5.14) which satisfies 
p^A ^  Z and A/p^A s H^ for a given prime p . We saw that the torsion 
part of A is an fl-elementary -S-group and is therefore not totally 
projective. For each prime q t p , the f7-height of every element of 
infinite order in A is finite. Wick [1] has observed that, for primes 
q ^ p , 
q'^A = q'^A = S Ji = T(A) . 
q 
By (6.6), T{A) is not balanced projective. • 
Wick defined a class of exact sequences whose projectives (called 
CH-projectives) include both the 5-groups and the H-balanced projectives, 
and showed that if A is CH-projective and K an arbitrary height then 
/1(K) = S ^ is CH-projective. That is, the class of CH-projectives is 
closed under the functors S^ . 
In what follows, we define an analogous class of sequences to obtain a 
class of groups which contains ^ and which is closed under both the 
functors S^ and the associated quotient functors which map A to A/A{^) . 
6.8 DEFINITION. An exact sequence is C-balccnoed 
{CH-balanced) if both Q - ^ B ^ A - ^ C ^ Q and the corresponding sequence 
0 c(S) o(A) -y ^ 0 of cotorsion hulls are balanced (H-balancedJ . A 
group G is C-projeotive {CH-projective) if and only if, for every 
C-balanced (CH-balanced) sequence 0 - ^ B ^ A - ^ C ^ Q , the natural map 
a'^  : Hom(G, A) ^ Hom(G, C) is surjective. • 
Our CH-projectives coincide with those defined by Wick, although wc 
use the term CH-balanced where he uses CH-pure. We now examine the 
properties of C-balanced sequences; our first result shows that the 
essential difference between balanced and C-balanced sequences occurs with 
the torsion. 
6.9 THEOREM. A balanoed sequence O^B^A^C^O is C-balanoed 
if and only if the sequence 
0 T{B) ^ T{A) T{C) ^ 0 
of torsion parts is C-balccnoed. 
Proof. We have seen in (3.10) that the sequence 
0 ^ 7(5) T{A) ^ T{C) 0 of torsion parts is balanced whenever 
O^B^A^C^O is balanced. The groups A, B and C can be assumed 
reduced. We have the induced commutative diagram 
0 0 0 
\ \ \ 
0 ^ TiB) ^ T{A) ^ 7(C) 0 
\ \ \ 
0 ->- B - > i 4 - > ( 7 ->0 (15) 
4, ^ 
0 5/7(5) ^ A/TiA) C/T(C) 0 
4- 4- i 
0 0 0 
where the rows and columns are exact. Applying the functor e(-) to (15) 
yields the following commutative diagram with exact rows and columns: 
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0 0 0 ^ ^ ^ 
0 ^ O[T{A)] ^ O[T{C)) -> 0 
4 - 4 - 4 -
0 ^ C(A) ^ c(C) 0 (16) 
4- 4-
0 O[B/T(B)] O[A/T{A)] ^ O[c/T{C)] 0 
4 - 4 - 4 -
0 0 0 
The groups in the bottom row are a l l tors ion f ree while those in the top 
row are c o to r s i on , so that each column o f (16) s p l i t s . It fo l lows that 
0 ^ <3(5) c?(i4) ^ oiC) ^ 0 i s balanced exact ly when the top and bottom rows 
o f (16) are balanced. However, the bottom row s p l i t s and i s therefore 
always balanced. We conclude that the balanced sequence 
i s C-balanced i f and only i f 0 ^ 7(3) ^(>1) -> T(C) ^ 0 i s C-balanced. • 
We now show that the c lass of C-balanced sequences i s i t s e l f c losed 
under the functors j^yi . 
6.10 THEOREM. If JV] is a height matrix and the sequence 
is C-bdlanoedj then the sequence 
0->S(|Vl)^>l(|Vl)->C(IVl)-^0 is C-balanced. 
Proof. We may assume that A, B and C are reduced. I t was shown in 
(3.14) that the sequence 0 ^ B( M) ^ 4([Vj ) C( [V]) 0 i s balanced. By 
(6.9) we can further assume that A, B and C are tors ion groups. Let G 
be an arbitrary group. The functor 5|y| : G(M) i s cotors ion so by 
Lemma 1.1 o f Nunke [3] the exact sequence 
0 ^ G(|V|) ^ G G/GI \I\) -Y 0 
induces the exact sequence 
0 [e(G)](|Vl) [^(G/G(|V1)]](M) 
where i s not necessar i ly ep i c . Here, i i s the inclusion map so that 
under i^ the tors ion parts of e[(;(|V|)] and [c(G)](|Vl) are i d e n t i f i e d . 
We claim that ] C M) i s tors ion f ree when G i s t ors ion . To see t h i s , 
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consider the following commutative diagram, where = fl)) , 
^ = and W ^ ^^V : 
0 ^ 
0 0 
+ i 
T{V) = — r(F) 
\ i 
u V 
4- 4-
U/Tiu) 
4-
0 0 
W 0 (\7) 
Now when G is torsion, U/T(U) is torsion free divisible. Thus the 
bottom row of (17) splits and W , sl summand of the torsion free group 
V/TiV) , is torsion free. 
The exact sequence 0 ^ 5( M) yl(JV]) ^  (^ dVI) 0 and the injections 
• . • c(>l(|Vl)) -- [c(A)](|Vl) , and 
: ^('^(M)) ^ give rise to the commutative diagram 
0 0 0 
a* 
0 -> 
0 ^ c(c(|VI)) 
\ 
0 
-> z ^ 0 
0 0 
(18) 
where the middle column is exact because O - ^ B ^ A - y C ^ O is C-balanced. 
Since I, J and K are all torsion free, the rows in (18) all split. The 
middle column of (18) is balanced so the first and third columns are balanced 
and in particular, 0 s( ) ^ 4 (|V| ) ^ C( ^ ) 0 is C-balanced. • 
Wick [1] proves that every group is the cH-balanced image of the 
Y 
direct sum of a group in C and an 5-group, and that an exact sequence 
Q-t-B-^A-^C-y^ is cH-balanced exactly when every group in C and every 
group in S has the projective property relative to 
We prove the corresponding results for our situation. A preliminary lemma 
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is required. 
6.11 LEMMA. Let B be a subgroup of the reduced group A such that 
A/B is torsion free divisible^ G a reduced cotorsion group^ and 
: B G a homomorphism. Then <}) extends to a unique homomorphism 
ip : A ^ G . 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence 
0 Hom(;l/B, G) ^ Hom(/4, G) ^ Hom(S, G) ^ Ext(A/B, G) ... . 
The conditions on A/B and G imply that llom(A/B, G) = 0 lixt (A/B, G) 
so that Hom(i4, G] ^ Hom(5, G) under the canonical homomorphism. • 
6.12 THEOREM. An exact sequence Q B A C ^ 0 is C-halanced 
if and only if every group in A and every group in S has the projective 
property relative to i t . 
Proof. A C-balanced sequence is CH-balanced and 
therefore every group in S has the projective property relative to it. 
Since is also balanced, (6.5) shows that every group in 
A has the projective property relative to it. 
Conversely, suppose every group in A and in S has the projective 
property relative to 0 B ^ A -> C > 0 . By (6.5) , Q ^ B ^ A ^ C ^ O is 
balanced, and as every group in C and every group in S has the 
projective property relative to it, is also CH-balanced. 
Now (6.9) allows us to assume that B, A and C are p-groups, and it is 
easy to see that they may also be assumed reduced. As 
a* 
0 ->- e(B) ^ c(,A) ciC) is H-balanced, on appealing to (3.3) we need 
only show that if e € g(C) and has infinitely many gaps then there 
is an element a in G[A) such that a^a = o and - ^p(^) • ^^t 
G be a group in A containing an element g such that = 
h ig) = "" fo^ primes q ^ p ; as we saw in the proof of (3.10), this means 
8S 
that G/T{G) . The correspondence g y-> c extends to a hoinoinorph i sin 
n : C -> a(C) and as T(G) is totally projective (see the remark following 
(5.28)) and 0 T(B) ^ T^A) ^ T(C] ^ 0 is balanced, the restriction n ' 
of n to T(G) extends to a (j) : T(G) 4 such that a(|) = n ' . By (6.11) 
there is a homomorphism : G ^ c(A] such that a^ ij; = n - Writing a = ipg 
we have U^ia) = and a^a ^ a . • 
6.13 THEOREM. To every group G there is a C-balanoed sequence 
cx 
0 B ^ A —^ G^  ^  0 such that A is the direct sum of an S-gpoup and a 
group in A^ . Thus a group is C-projective if and only if it is a direcL 
suirmand of a direct sum of groups in A and a group in S . 
Proof. Let H be the direct sum of a group in C and an S-group 
such that : H ^ G is a CH-balanced epimorphism. It is clear from 
(6,12) that CH-balanced and C-balanced are the same in the context of 
torsion groups, so the proof of (6.9) shows that the restriction ip ofip' 
to T[ff) is a C-balanced homomorphism of T(H) onto T(G) . By (6.3) 
there is a balanced epimorphism <p : A ' G where A' € A^ . Writing 
A ^ A' @ T(N) and a = (p (±) ilJ yields the result. • 
We also have the analogue of (6.6): 
6.14 PROPOSITION. fiJ The torsion part of a G-projeotive 
(GH-projective) is in S . 
(ii) A torsion (torsion free) group is C-projective if and only if it 
is in S (completely decomposable); the same holds for CH-projective. 
(Hi) If A is G-projeotive (GH-projective) then A/T{A) is 
completely decomposable. 
(iv) Every torsion suimand of a G-projective is in S . • 
The following three lemmas will be used, often without explicit mention, 
in our next theorem. The proofs of the first two are trivial. 
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6.15 LEMMA. Let A and B have torsion free rank 1 and let IJ - A 
oo 
6.16 LEMMA. For any group A and height matrix we have 
= = . • 
6.17 PROPOSITION. Let O^B-^A^C^O be an exaot sequence of 
p-groups. If B ^ Z(p°°) (c < Z(p°°)) and C (B) is totally projective 
and reduced then A is totally projective. 
oo 
Proof. When B S Z(p ) the result is trivial. The case when 
oo 
(7 5 Z(p ) and C is finite is also straightforward. In the remaining case, 
A/B Zip"") and 4 = \J A where A /B Z (p"l . Let 0 U ^ V W ^ 0 
^ ^ n n ^ ' 
n<a) 
be an arbitrary balanced sequence of torsion groups and (p : A V a 
homomorphism. It suffices to show that (j) lifts to a ijj : A V such that 
at|j = (f) . Writing (j)^  for the restriction of (j) to A^ we use (6.1) to 
lift each d) to a il^  : A V such that, for each m < n , the restriction 
^n n n 
of ill to A is lb . Clearly = U is of the required form. • 
6.18 THEOREM. Let A be a C-projective group and let be a 
height matrix. Then both 4(1^1) and A/A{\l\) are C-projective. 
Proof. It follows from (6.13) that we need only consider A to be a 
reduced group in A , or a reduced S'-group. 
Suppose A ^ k . By (2.19) we can assume A has torsion free rank 1 . 
On several occasions, we will prove that a group G with torsion free rank 
1 is a member of A - to do this it suffices to find, for each prime p , an 
element <] in G with infinite order such that ^ totally 
projective p-group. This will be automatic from (2.26) whenever Q^ is 
totally projective. We begin with 4(1^]) and distinguish two cases. 
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CASE I. ^([V]) is torsion. Then 
^ ( M ) = n TiA) = [T(^)](|V1) . 
Since T{A) is an 5-group, (2.20) shows that 4(|V1) is an 5-group. 
CASE II. A C M ) has torsion free rank 1 . We show ^ ( M ) ^ A . When 
A is totally projective, so is A (IVJ) = (M) ] . When A is not 
^ P P p 
totally projective, it is an 5-group, and the proof of (5.28) shows that A 
contains an element a of infinite order with ^^(a) = (A, A+l, A+2, ...) 
for some limit ordinal X not cofinal with to . The proof of (5.29) rcveuls 
that we can split off a torsion summand from A in such a way that the 
p-component of the complement has p-length X . From this and (5.10) it is 
clear that we may assume that A^ is X-elementary. 
Write = (a^, a^, . . .} . If some ^ X then 4^(1^1) is bounded 
and therefore totally projective. The remaining possibility is a. < X for 
i = 0, 1, ... . It is now possible to arrange that a C . Setting 
Y = fl * w = lim a^ , (2.8) and (2.12) yield M) ] = P^^ n ^ (jV]) . As 
a. < X for all i and y is cofinal with oo , it follows that y < I and 
that a ^ p^ [A . This shows that a has infinite p-height in • 
Now Z^ (8)^(M) is a subgroup of (Z^ ® ( M ) containing 1 0 a and with 
the same torsion part. Since 1 © a has infinite p-height in Z^ ©/1(|V|) , 
we have Z^ ® A ([V]) = (z^ ® ( M ) • Thus 
= ® (Fl)/< 1 ® 
- (Zp ®AI< 1 (8) a)]p(|Vl) by (2.6) 
^ (^/<a»p(|V|) • 
As A ^ k we have (^Aa))^ , and therefore a (^ ) , totally 
proj iective. It follows that >1 (M ) ^ A . 
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We turn now to and begin by showing that is 
totally projective whenever A ^ is totally projective. In the exact sequence 
0 ^ ^ A/A{\I\) ^ 0 
the first term is torsion free, while the middle term has torsion free rank 
1 . Arguing as in (5.3) we have ( M ) ) / n ( y ( ^ ) ( | V | ) ) ) locally cyclic. 
For the p-components, 
0 - [A/A{ M ) ] ^ ^ > 0 
is exact where a u {0, 1, ...} and n ' is the restriction of n to 
• By (2.6), is reduced and (6.17) shows 
is totally projective. Thus we are again reduced to considering what happens 
when A ^ is a X-elementary -S-group for some limit ordinal A not cofinal 
with 0) . The same two cases arise as for ^4(1^1) . 
CASE I. A/A{\l\) is torsion. We will prove that A/A(f^) is totally 
projective. Write - (a^, a^, . . .) . Since A/A{\l\) is torsion and 
since A has an element a of infinite order such that 
^ACL) = (A, A+1, X+2, ...) , we must have a . < A + co for all i , and if 
P ^ 
a^ > A for some i then f ^ can have only finitely many gaps. Replacing 
a , if necessary, by a suitable p-power multiple of itself we may therefore 
assume {a) > t (fVl^ ) . Writing B/ia) = (^/<a>)(|V|) , we have 
( B / < a » p = (^/<a»p(|Vl) 
= by (2.6) 
so that B ^ = and (6.15) yields (b/4(|V|))^ < Z(p°°) . in the exact 
sequence 
the last term is totally projective and reduced, so that ( |V] is 
totally projective. 
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CASE II. A/A{\l\) has torsion free rank 1 . In the case when all the 
entries of f/]^  = (a^, a^, . . .} are less than A , we set x = x (|V|^ ) . Then 
is totally projective since A^/p^A^ is totally projective. Suppose, on 
the other hand, that a^ 2 A for some i . There exists an integer n > 0 
such that = has zero p-component. Taking any a in /I 
of infinite order, the isomorphism 
{A/[A[py\] ® < a > } ) p - (A/ia))^ (19) 
shows that the left hand side is totally projective. As before, we can 
arrange that h^^ {a) > A . Let C = Aip^l) ® ( a > and B/C = (A/C)(\^) 
We claim = ( M ) . For if € B^ we have h^^ [p^] < A for all 
n > 0 such that ^ 0 . Now C 5 p^A so by (2.5), 
hp^^^[P^^-*-^] = fo^ all such n and therefore b € • The 
inclusion 5 is trivial. By (6.15), [b/(4(|V1) @<a)]]^ S Z(p°°) . 
The sequence 
0 ^ (5/[A(|Vl) © < a > ) ) p ^ [A/[A{\f\) © < a > } ) p ^ {A/B)^ ^ 0 
is exact and since (^/B)^ = (A/Q (A/C) f^) is totally projective and 
reduced (see (19) above), M ) is totally projective. Now 
and a + has infinite order in A/A{\l\) , so A/A{^) ^ k , 
Finally, suppose A is an 5-group. We can assume that A is a 
p-group and that A is A-elementary for some ordinal A not cofinal with 
0) . By (2.20), ^ ( M ) is an -S-group and it remains only to consider 
A/A{\^) . Write = (a^, o^, ...) . In the case when < X for all 
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i , putting T = t(|V1^ ) gives 
A/A{\l\) = A/A 
As A/p'^A is totally projective, so is A/A{\l\) . When a . > X for some 
^ 
i , let n be the greatest integer for which a < X fif a > X for all 
n ^ i 
i , there is nothing to prove). Let ff be a totally projective p-group 
which imbeds A as a X-dense isotype subgroup such that H/A Z(p°°) ; 
clearly U = (X, X+1, ...) and H are compatible, so let G ho a group in 
A represented by { n , H ) . By (5.10), T{G) is isomorphic to a X-densc, 
isotype subgroup of H with corank 1 and lemma 3.1 of Warfield [2] shows 
that A . Now let V = (a^, a^, ..., a^, ...) so that 
and A/Ai\l\) ^ T[G/G{y)] because G{y) is torsion. As 
G/G{y) € A , it follows that T[G/G{M)) is an iS-group. • 
The following result (which was promised in Chapter 2) follows directly 
from (2.20) and (6.18). 
6.19 PROPOSITION. If S ^ S and u is an arbitrary indicator then 
^(u) and S/S{u) are both in S . • 
Now for the main result connecting the class of C-projectives with the 
class of balanced projectives. 
6.20 THEOREM. Let M be the closure of the class of balanced 
projectives under the functors Spj . Then M is the class of C-projectives. 
Proof. As every balanced projective is C-projective, (6.18) shows that 
M , and therefore M , is contained in the class of C-projectives. 
For the converse, it suffices to show that every X-elementary i'-group 
A is of the form = S'jyp for some group (7 in A and some height 
matrix M . Let H be a-totally projective p-group which imbeds A as a 
A-dcnse, isotypc subgroup and let G be a group in A represented by 
(U, B) , where u - (A, A+1, A+2, ...) • It was shown in the proof of 
(6.18) that T{G) = A . However, since the ^--height of every element of 
infinite order in G is finite when q p , it follows that 
A = . • 
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CHAPTER 7 
INVARIANTS AND CLASSIFICATION THEOREMS 
One of the classes of groups investigated in the earlier chapters was 
the class of H-projectives. It is therefore pleasing to be able to report 
that the isomorphism classifications of completely decomposable torsion free 
groups and of totally projective groups by means of complete sets of 
invariants have a common generalisation to this class, and indeed can have 
no further generalisation. The first half of this chapter reports on this 
and the second half discusses some of the difficulties which prevent the 
direct extension of these results to balanced projectives and gives a 
partial result indicating a possible alternative. 
H-projectives 
In this section we give invariants and a classification theorem for 
J 
groups in C . A result of Warfield [4] is given which shows that 
^ 
C = C , thus yielding a complete classification of the H-projectives by 
invariants. 
First we define groups which give our invariants a more general setting. 
7.1 DEFINITION. A group in which the height matrix of every element 
has finitely many gaps is called gap-finite. D 
Observe that torsion, torsion free and C groups are all gap-finite, 
and direct sums and direct summands of gap-finite groups are gap-finite. 
7.2 DEFINITION. Call the equivalence class ^ of a height matrix H 
having finitely many gaps a type. If t^ and t^ are types, then t^ < t^ 
if tj ^ t^ and there are representative height matrices Hj , H2 
in t^ such that Hi < H2 • 
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Given a gap-finite group A and type t , we define subgroups A(t) 
and A'^ (t) as follows: 
^(t) ^ {a ^ A : > t} 
and /^^ (t) is the subgroup generated by 
{a ^ A : W{a) > t} . • 
It is readily shown that the given partial order on types is well-
defined, and is compatible with the multiplication of height matrices by 
positive integers defined in Chapter 2. 
Let B be a summand of a gap-finite group A and t an arbitrary 
type. Then S(t) = ^ (t) n B and S'^ (t) = n B . Given a direct sum 
A = © ^ . , it is easy to see that .4(t) = © 4 .(t) and /l'^ (t) ^  @ A .^(t) . 
Since torsion elements have the same type as elements in a divisible group, 
T{A) < 5 for every gap-finite group A and type t . If 
|-|(a) = t for some a in ^ , we say the type t ooours in A . 
7.3 DEFINITION. Let A be a gap finite group of torsion free-rank at 
most 1 , and let a be an element of A such that A/ia) is torsion. 
Then we define the type, t(i4) , of A to be • ^ 
The following proposition generalises a result of Baer. 
7.4 PROPOSITION. Let C = © C. = © B. where the C. and the B. 
i^I ^ ^ ^ J 
are all ga-p-finite groups of torsion free rank 1 . Then there is a 
bijeotion ^ : I ^ J" suoh that C. and B .. have the same type. 
Proof. Writing J. = [i i I : t[C.)= t] for those types t occurring 
"C ^ 
in C , it follows that 
cct)/cnt) - © (c.(t)/c nt)) i. L. 
is a direct sum of torsion free groups of rank 1 , with exactly one summand 
corresponding to each i in c/^  , The rank of C(t)/C^(t) is manifestly 
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an invariant of C so that is independent of the decomposition of 
C into groups having torsion free rank 1 . 
Let A he a direct sum of gap-finite groups of torsion free rank 1 
and suppose A = B @ C . Since 
it follows that B(t)/B*(t) is completely decomposable because A(t)/A*(t) 
is. 'In the light of this, we define: 
7.5 DEFINITION. Let A = ^ A . , where each A. is gap-finite and has 
t z 
torsion free rank 1 . For each t occurring in A , let k(A, t) denote 
the number of summands in any decomposition of A{t)/A*{t) into torsion 
free groups of rank 1 , • 
Y, 
Now the classification theorem for groups in C can be proved. 
y 
7.6 THEOREM. Let B and C be peduced groups in C . Then B C 
if and only if k{B, t) = k{C, t) for all types t and fJ{B) = //(C") 
for all primes p and ordinals a . 
Proof. Only half the statement requires proof. Let B = ® B. and 
iei ^ 
C = @ C. , where the B. and C . are groups in C . There is a 
bijection ^ : I ^ J such that = for all i in J ; 
accordingly we identify I with J . For each i choose h . in B. and 
c. in C. such that B./ih.) and C./{o.) are torsion. We can also ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
arrange that = foi" all i , and that these height matrices 
contain no gaps. The correspondences b . o . give rise to a height 
preserving isomorphism ® < Z?^  > @ < > . Write G = ® (b^) and 
H = , and let B^ [b^^] be the full inverse image of iS/G)^ 
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J under the natural homomorphism B ^ B/G [b . B ./<h.)] . As 
is p-nice in bP for each i in I (see (2.24)], G is p-nLcc 
in bP . The same holds for H and cP . Although there is little hope 
for f 
o 
B / , - f, a cy, ic.) 
= I / / 
id " 
= / / ( B ) 
individually, we have 
V 
5 / 
^ 
by (5.6) 
Applying (2.14) for each prime p and then (2.21), we have S C • 
Warfield has made considerable use of a category (which he denotes by 
H ) whose objects are groups and whose morphisms are defined in terms of 
height preserving horaomorphisms between certain subgroups. We shall require 
only the concept of H-isomorphism which is defined as follows: 
7.7 DEFINITION (Warfield [1]). Groups /l and b are said to be 
H-isomovphic if there are subgroups G and H of A and 5 respectively 
such that 
(i) A/G and b/H are torsion; and 
(ii) there is a height preserving isomorphism a : G U (where 
heights are taken in a and B ). • 
J 
We end this section with a brief account of Warfield's proof that 
— Z 
c = c (see Warfield [4]). He begins by showing that every summand A of 
a direct sum of gap-finite groups having torsion free rank 1 is H-isomorphic 
to a direct sum B of gap-finite groups of torsion free rank 1 ; further, 
B can be chosen to have the same Ulm invariants as A . The task is then 
reduced to modules over a complete discrete valuation ring using two lemmas. 
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one corresponding to (2.21) and the other showing that certain height 
preserving isomorphisms between submodules extend to the modules themselves 
provided this happens for their completions. The proof is completed using a 
version of Hill's proof of Ulm's theorem for totally projective groups - the 
completeness of the valuation ring is essential for every finitely generated 
submodule of a module over such a ring to be p-nice. We state Warficld's 
result in: 
7.8 THEOREM (Warfield [4]). Every H-balanced projective is a direct 
sum of groups in C . An H-balanoed projective C is deterrrtlned up to 
isomorphism by its Ulm invariants and the invariants k{C, t) for all types 
t . I f V is a class of groups such that 
(i) V is closed under the formation of direct simsj 
(ii) C^ c p ; 
(Hi) the groups in V are classified up to isomorphism by the 
same invariants as those for C" ; 
then C = V . • 
Balanced project!ves 
In this section we discuss the problem of finding invariants for, and 
classifying, the balanced projectives. One immediate snag is the lack of a 
natural partial ordering of height matrix equivalence classes. Indeed, this 
difficulty is already present with indicators as can be seen from the 
following. Let u = (0, 2, 4, ...) and v = (1, 3, 5, ...) be two 
p-indicators, where p is some (fixed) prime. Then u < V and v < pu 
but u V • This failure of anti-symmetry shows that the partial order 
defined on indicators does not induce a partial order on their equivalence 
classes. (It is clear from Chapter 5 that there exist groups in A having 
elements with the above indicators.) Clearly we cannot proceed using the 
methods of the previous section. 
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Warfield [1] was able to overcome this difficulty for modules over Z^ 
(recall that these are just Abelian groups which are t^-divisible for all 
primes q + p ). He showed that every balanced projective Z^-module (which 
he called a -module) is H-isomorphic to a direct sum of -modules having 
torsion free rank 1 , and that the equivalence classes of the p-indicators 
associated with the members of such a direct sum are invariant for every 
-module. This result cannot be strengthened to show that every -module 
is a direct sum of -modules of torsion free rank 1 , as is shown by an 
example of Rotman and Yen [1]. Thus, although r*-modules are not always 
direct sums of the basic building blocks (the -modules with torsion free 
rank 1 ) , they do have what is known as a decomposition basis - a concept 
first introduced by Rotman [1]: 
7.9 DEFINITION (Rotman [1]). Let A he Si group. A subset X . 
^ ia 
of A is a deoomposition basis of A if 
(i) the x.'s are independent and generate a maximal free subgroup 
ly 
of A ; and 
(ii) for each prime p , elements x, , x in {ar.} and integers 
i n ^ 
v., V w e have h, ( P T X . + ... + r ar 1 = min h {r.x.] . • 1 n 1 I n w T . 
It is clear that a group has a decomposition basis if and only if it is 
H-isomorphic to a direct sum of groups in A . We require the following 
definition which extends the notion of equivalence for height matrices. 
7.10 DEFINITION. For two sets S and S' of height matrices we say 
that S is equivalent to S' (in symbols, 5 % 5 ' ) if there is a bLjection 
cj) : S S' such that |Vj ^  (J)(|V1) for all [V| in 5 . If Z is a subset of 
A then we denote the set of height matrices (taken in A ) of elements in 
X by H U ) , that is, 
: a: e • • 
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We turn our attention to groups having a decomposition basis. It Is 
natural to ask whether H W H(^) whenever X and Y are decomposition 
bases of the same group. The answer is negative, even for groups in h!' . 
We illustrate this with an example similar to that of Warfield [3]. Since 
(as we have already mentioned) this holds for iZ"^-modules, difficulties can 
only arise for groups which are not divisible at more than one prime. 
7 .11 EXAMPLE. Let U = (0, 2, 4, 6, ...) , V = (1, 3, 5, 7, ...) and 
W = (0, 1, 2, 3, ...) . Let groups of torsion free rank 1 with 
elements a^ in A^ and a^ in A^ of infinite order such that 
= u , ^ V , = v , = u and = = w 
when p ^ 2, 3 . Then in A = A^ @ A^ we set a^ ^ a^ + a^ and 
a^ = + so that = u , = v , = u , 
= V , and = = ^  p 2, 3 . We claim that 
{a^, a^] is a decomposition basis for A . Let x - na^ + ma^ be any 
linear combination of a^ and a^ . Since the 2- and 3-heights of 
multiples of a^ and a^ can never coincide, we have 
h^i^) = , when p = 2, 3 . 
The remaining case to check is when p 2, 3 and 
= = k . Clearly p^ divides both n and m and no heigher 
power of p divides either. Thus 
k 5 = 
= m m 
= I . 
Since {a^, a^} is a decomposition basis for A then I > k implies 
p^*^ divides both n + 2m and n + Im . But then p^^^ divides 
(n+3m) - {n+2m) = m , a contradiction. We conclude that 
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k = I = min{h ( m ) , h } and {a , a.} is another decomposition biisis 
for A . Clearly H d ^ ^ ' a^}] and we have our counterexample 
Note that choosing VI = («>,<», ...) avoids the second case in the above 
argument. However, Rotman has shown that every countable group A with 
finite torsion free rank and with every element of finite order having 
finite p-height for all p , decomposes as a direct sum of groups with 
torsion free rank 1 whenever A has a decomposition basis. Further, the 
decomposition can be chosen so that each element of such a basis lies in a 
different summand of the decomposition. With this in mind, the impact of 
(7.11) can be strengthened by observing that when A is countable, 
A = A @ A = A @ A. , where a. ^ A. for i = I, . . ., 4 . 
1 Z 4 ^ t' 
Bypassing the difficulty presented by (7.11), Warfield [3] has shown: 
7.12 THEOREM (Warfield [3]). Let A and B be groups in A^ and 
suppose A = © 4, and S = @ B. where each A. and B. has torsion 
i^I ^ jU ^ ^ J 
free rank 1 . Suppose we oan find a bijection ^ : I ^ J such that for 
eaoh i in I there are elements a. and h. in A. and S,,.. , 
respectively3 such that suppose that A and B have 
the same Ulm invariants. Then A B . • 
This result was proved by Warfield for simply presented groups but the 
proof is equally valid for groups in the larger class A . 
The example in (7.11) suggests the following definition of equivalence 
between sets of height matrices: 
7.13 DEFINITION. Let S and S' be two sets of height matrices. If 
A is a group having decomposition bases X and Y for which H W S 
and H(^) ^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^ basis-equivalent with 
respect to - we write 
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• 
The fo l lowing result on ba.sis-ec[uivalence shows that the reference to a 
par t i cu lar group A may be dropped, and consequently that is a weJ]-
defined equivalence r e l a t i o n . 
7.14 LEMMA. Let S and S' be two sets of height matrices and mppose 
that S S' for some group A . If B is another group with a deaom[fxJsition 
basis V for which H(^) S then B has a decomposition basis W such that 
Proof. Suppose S = HC )^ and = H f o r decomposition bases J 
and Y oi A . Let : X ^ V be a b i j e c t i o n , and denote by (})< the 
natural extension o f ^ to an isomorphism < Z> ^ ( 7> . Replacing, i f 
necessary, elements o f x, Y and V with suitable multiples of themselves 
we may assume that y ^ { X) f o r a l l ^ in J and H C )^ = H a l l x 
in X . Define a map il) : Y B by ijjy - (p*y . Clearly ip i s i n j e c t i v c , 
h/ = ipY i s an independent set o f tors ion free elements o f B and B/W i s 
t o r s i o n . Let denote the corresponding isomorphism ip* : < Y> ( h') . We 
show that f/ i s the required decomposition bas i s . Since cf)'^  leaves heights 
unaltered (where heights are taken 
with respect to A and B ) , the same 
applies to ip* = • Thus, IV is a decomposition basis f o r B and 
HO/) = HC^ /^) a l l ^ in I . • 
I have so far been unable to determine whether an arbitrary balanced 
p r o j e c t i v e group A has a decomposition bas i s , and therefore whether the 
^ equivalence c lasses are invariants applicable to every such A ; it is a 
consequence o f Warf ie ld 's work, however, that has a dccomj)os i t ion 
basis f o r each prime p . 
10] 
CHAPTER 8 
BALANCED EXTENSIONS 
In this chapter we explore the properties of Bext(C, A) for groups A 
and C . We introduce the functor Bext which is naturally associated with 
Bext(C, A) and indicate some of its homological properties. Various classes 
of groups for which Bext(C, = 0 are then characterised. In particular, 
Bext(C, A) = 0 for all torsion free groups C if and only if A is 
cotorsion. On the other hand, the groups C for which Bext(C, 4) = 0 
for all torsion free groups A are characterised as homomorphic images of 
J 
groups in A where the homomorphisms have torsion kernel, or equivalently 
as groups C for which C/TiC) is completely decomposable. It turns out 
that every group with a decomposition basis, and every summand of a direct 
Slim of mixed groups with torsion free rank 1 has this property. We show 
that a group A satisfies Bext(C, = 0 for all torsion groups C 
exactly when T(A) is torsion complete. We conclude with some results on 
groups which can be represented as the balanced extension of a torsion group 
by a torsion free group - that is, groups with balanced torsion part. 
It was noted in Chapter 3 that if 
e : O-^ A - ^ G - ^ C ^ O 
is an element of Bext(C, A) , then the sequence 
of maximal divisible subgroups is exact, and therefore splits off. Thus 
Bext(C, = 0 whenever ^ or C is divisible and we need only consider 
the case where both A and C are reduced. 
Let us examine the relationship between Bext(C, A) and other subgroups 
of ExtCC, A) . Every balanced subgroup is pure, so that 
Bext(C, A) S Pext(^, A) (20) 
for all groups A and C . This inclusion is in general proper as there arc 
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many examples of groups A for which Pext(Q, A) and Pext (zCp""), /l) arc 
non-zero. However, by (E) of p.42 in Chapter 3, we have equality in (20) 
whenever C is torsion and p^C = 0 for each prime p . Noting that 
Pext((7, = ExtCC, where K = < < o), O), . . . > > it will be seen that 
the following proposition generalises (E) in Chapter 3. 
8.1 PROPOSITION. Let C he a reduced torsion group, K a height such 
that C(K) - 0 . Then Ext(C, (K) < Bext(C, A) for every A . 
Proof. Let K = <<^2, 33, ...>> . If e : 0 ^  a ^ C ^  C ^ 0 
3 
IS an element of Extfc, /1)(K) then e € p ^Ext(c, A) for all p in P. 
By Lemma 1.10 of Nunke [3], 
p^C[p] = [A^^Glp]]/A (21) 
for all 3 < 3p and p in P . Now p [p ] = 0 for each p , so (21) 
holds trivially for 3 > . Hence T (A) is balanced in T (G) by (b') on 
p. 34 of Chapter 3. Now (3.11) shows e € Bext(c, A) . • 
Given a height matrix |V1 , let K = (( . . ., 3 , . . . > > be the 
z o p 
height formed by taking the first column of |V| , For every torsion group c 
we have (7(|V|) = 0 if and only if C(K) = 0 . Since 
Ext(c, ^ )(|V1) 5 Ext(C, A)(K) it follows that (8.1) holds for K replaced by 
, but that no sharpening of the result is obtained this way. 
We now turn to the functor Bext . In Chapter 3 it was shown that the 
balanced exact sequences form a proper class and therefore determine a 
subfunctor Bext of Ext in the manner described in Mac Lane [1]. In 
particular, given homomorphisms a : A ^' and y : C' C , the restriction 
of the natural map Ext(y, a) : Ext(C, A) Ext(£7', A') to Bext(C, 
yields the homomorphism 
Bext(Y, a) : Bext((7, >1) ^  Bext(C"', A') . 
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Let Kb be the category of all Abelian groups. In categorical language 
Bext is an additive bifunctor on Kb ^ Kb , contravariant in the first 
variable and covariant in the second. For brevity we shall denote both 
Ext(Y, 1^) and Bext(Y, by y"^ , similarly a^ denotes both 
r:xt(l^,, a) and its restriction Bext(l^,, a} . With each balanced 
extension 
and group A are associated the sequences 
0 Hom(/l, U) Hom(^., V) ^ Hom(yl, W) ^ 
a . B , 
Bext(^, V) ^ BextC^, V) ^ Bext(yl, f/) (22) 
and 
0 Honi(f/, A) HomCF, A) ^ Hom(J/, 
Bext({/, A) Bext(7, A) Bext(i/, A ) , (23) 
where the product of two successive homomorphisms is always zero. Since 
balanced subgroups enjoy the transitive property (3.15 (v)), a result of 
Butler and Horrocks [1] shows that (22) and (23) are exact. 
We now characterise a number of classes of groups defined by Bext in 
the same way that Ext defines the class of cotorsion groups. Recall that 
a group A is cotorsion exactly when Ext(J, A ) = 0 for all torsion free 
groups J . The algebraically compact groups are characterised in 
like manner; a group A is algebraically compact if and only if 
Pext(Z, i4) = 0 for all groups X . With these examples in mind we make 
the following definition. 
8.2 DEFINITION. Let X be a class of groups. Then we denote by 
H 
the class of all groups A such that Bext(.4, X^ ) = 0 for all Z in X , 
and by X the class of groups A for which Bext(Z, 4) = 0 for all X L 
in X . • 
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Our task is to characterise X^ and X^ for various choices of X . 
(A) K = M) , the olass of all Abelian groups. 
The results of Chapters 4 and 6 show that f<b^  is the class of 
L 
algebraically compact groups, and Kb^ is the class A . 
n 
(B) X = F , the olass of all torsion free groups. 
Wc consider F first. If 4 € F^ and 
h L 
is an arbitrary balanced exact sequence of torsion free groups, then 
Bext(f/, = 0 together with exactness of (24) imply that 
Hom(7, A) Hom(f/, A) is epic. It follows from (4.4) that A is cotorsion. 
Conversely, if A is cotorsion then 
0 = Ext(!i', A) > Bext(f/, A) 
for all W in F and we conclude that F^ is the class of cotorsion groups. 
We turn now to F^ . Fuchs has observed that every pure extension of a 
torsion free group by a torsion group splits. To see this, consider 
Ext(T, J) where T is torsion and J is torsion free. By Theorem 52.3 of 
Fuchs [1], Ext(T, J) is reduced algebraically compact. As Pext(J, T) is 
the first Ulm subgroup of Ext(2', J) and the first Ulm subgroup of a reduced 
algebraically compact group vanishes (see Theorem 53.3 and p. 161, 
respectively, of Fuchs [1]), it follows that Pext(y, J") = 0 as required. 
Since Bext(C, A) < Pext(C, .4) for all groups A and C , we see that 
F„ contains every torsion group. We can say much more: n 
8.3 THEOREM. The following are equivalent for a group A : 
(i) A 
( i i ) A/T{A) is completely decomposable; 
(Hi) A = G/r where G ^ A^ and T S T{G) . 
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Proof. The proof is cyclic. Suppose A i , If O-^B^G^A^O 
is a balanced projective resolution of A (see (6.3)) such that G fA^ 
then (3.11) (a) implies that 
0 H/T(H) ^ G/T(H) -- A ^ 0 (2S) 
is also balanced. By assumption, (25) splits and A is a summand of 
G/T(H) . Since [G/T(H)]/T{G/T(H)] is completely decomposable, so is 
A/T{A) . 
Suppose A/T{A) is completely decomposable. We first show that if A 
has torsion free rank 1 then A € F^ . Let a in A have infinite order 
and set A/< a) = T^ . Taking a totally projective group ff^ and balanced 
epimorphism r\ : E* ^ T* we construct the pullback 
0 ^ ia) ^ G H* 0 
a n 
T* -Y 0 . 
Since G ^ A and the kernel of a is torsion, A satisfies (ii). 
For a general group A with A/T^A) completely decomposable, let n be 
the natural homomorphism A -> A/T(_A) and write A/T(A) =@ R. where each LY 
R^ has rank 1 . Then ^ = ^  n ^R^ . Choosing G^ in A and epimorphisms 
a. : G. r]~^R. as above, it is clear that the epimorphism 
'V ^ 1' 
@ a. : ® G. ^ y = A 
has torsion kernel. 
Finally let A have the form C/T , where T 5 T{G) and G ^ A^^ . 
Consider the diagram 
G 
n 
^ A ->0 
a 
with balanced exact row, where X is torsion free and x] is the natural 
epimorphism G G/T = A . Since G is balanced projective there is a 
Q : G Y with n = ctB • Now aQT = 0 so dT < ker a . Since ker a is 
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torsion free and OT is torsion, we must have QT ^ 0 . Hcnce 
kcr 0 • kcr x] ^  T so there is a homomorphism y : A -> Y with = ay 
Thus A is a summand of Y , • 
We remark that a similar argument shows Pext(^, Z) = 0 for all torsion 
free Z if and only if A is the direct sum of a torsion group and a free 
group, so that F^ is a larger class. 
8.4 COROLLARY. Let A be a direot summand of a direct sum of groups 
with torsion free rank 1 . Then / € F . 
R 
Proof. Each such A has A/T{A) completely decomposable. • 
8.5 PROPOSITION. If A has a decomposition basis then /I € F^ . 
Proof. Let the decomposition basis be [x. : i ^ l] , and let A. A 
^ 
be the unique minimal pure subgroup containing x . and TiA) for each 
k 
i . For any a in A we have na = Y n.x. for integers n, n. and 
k . Since {x.} is a decomposition basis, n\n. for i = I, k so 
^ 
n. 
that a - Y —x. e TiA) . Now TiA) 5 A. for each i and we have 
—^n'l- 'Z' 
V 
A = y A. . Arguing as in (8.3) shows that A = G/T where G ^ A and 
&T ^ 
T 5 7(G) . • 
We remark that the example of Rotman and Yen [1] of a group with torsion 
— E 
free rank 2 in A but not in A was constructed by factoring out a 
torsion subgroup from a direct sum of two groups in A . By (8.3) every such 
example can be obtained this way. 
It is easy to see from the remark following (8.3) that a group G 
satisfies Pext(G, X) = 0 for all torsion free groups X if and only if G 
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is a pure extension 
O - ^ A ^ G - y T - ^ 0 (26) 
where A is pure projective and T is torsion - in fact, we simply choose 
A to be free such that G = A @ T . We therefore consider what happens when 
(26) is an arbitrary balanced exact sequence with A balanced projective 
and T torsion. I.et X be torsion free. Applying Bcxt(-, X) to (26) 
gives 
... 0 = Bext(?', X) ^ Bext((7, X) ^ Bext (/I, X) = 0 
since we have already seen that Bext(7', X) = 0 = Bext (/I, X) . 'I'hus 
Bext(G, J) = 0 and ff C F^ . Conversely, we might ask whether every group 
0 in F^ can be found as a balanced extension (26) with A balanced 
projective and T torsion. This is equivalent to asking whether every group 
G with G/T{G) completely decomposable contains a balanced subgroup A 
which is balanced projective and contains a maximal free subgroup of (7 . We 
answer this in the negative with an example. 
8.6 EXAMPLE. Honda [1] constructed a p-group G such that ^p(C) = ^ 
and fj^(^) = 1 for all a less than . By (2.2) there is an isotype 
fi-dense subgroup T of G such that G/T Z(p°°) . Theorem 2.9 of Nunke 
[3] shows that the extension 
e : 0 T ^ G ^  Z(p°°) ^  0 
is an element of p^Ext(z(p ), T] . Since e clearly does not split, we 
have p^Ext [Z(p°°), r) 0 . This, together with condition (U) on p. 54 of 
Chapter 5 shows that there is an element x in Ext(Z(p°°), T] with infinite 
order and ^^ = ...) . Let M be the unique minimal pure 
subgroup of Ext(Z(p°°), T] containing x and I and suppose there is a 
balanced subgroup A of M such that A has torsion free rank 1 and 
A A • Now A contains an element a of infinite order with 
= H^(a) and = ^ while it follows from (5.6) that //(^p] 
is an admissible function. 
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A glance at the definition of an admissible function shows that 
^o^^^p^ ^^ uncountable for some a < Q . However is isotype in A 
and therefore in T so that S f J [ T ) 5 f J { G ) = 1 for all 
a < fi , a contradiction. We conclude that no such A exists. • 
(C) X = T , the class of all torsion groups. 
We begin with J^ . From what has been said in (B) it is d e a r that 
T^ includes the class of all torsion free groups. In fact, the groups in 
T^ can be characterised via their torsion part alone. 
8.7 THEOREM. The following are equivalent for a group A : 
( i ) Bext(r, .4) = 0 for all torsion groups T ; 
( i i ) PextCr, i4) = 0 for all torsion groups T ; and 
(Hi) T{A) is the direct sum of a torsion complete group and a 
divisible group. 
Proof. We make some observations from which the proof follows trivially, 
The pure exact sequence 
0 ^ TiA) A ^ A/T{A) ^ 0 
induces the exact sequence 
0 = Homfr, A/T{,A)] ^ Pext(r, T{A)) Pext(r, A) ^ Pext(T, A/T{A)] - 0 
for every T in T . Note that Hom(r, A/T{A)] is zero since A/T{A) is 
torsion free and every homomorphic image of a torsion group is torsion, while 
Pext(T, A/T{A)] = 0 follows from our discussion on p. 103. If T has no 
element of infinite p-height for any prime p then (8.1) shows that 
Pext(l', T{A)] Pext(r, A) = Bext(T, A) ^ Bext[T, T{A)] . 
Griffith [2] has shown that if G is torsion then 
Pext(T, 0=0= Bext(y, G) for all torsion complete groups T if and only 
if G is itself the direct sum of a torsion complete group and a divisible 
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group. The theorem follows inunediately on observing that torsion complete 
groups have no elements of infinite p-height for any prime p . • 
As yet I have been unable to characterise groups in T^ . Clearly, the 
torsion groups in T^ are exactly the totally projectivcs, and T^ ^ contains 
all the lialanced projectives. In answer to a long standing question of liacr, 
Griffith |1J has shown that Ext(6!, T) = 0 for all torsion groups T if ;ind 
only if G is free. He also proved the following closely related result. 
8.8 THEOREM (Griffith [1]). If G is a toTsion free group such that 
Ext(G, T) is torsion for every torsion group T then G is free. • 
Similarly one might ask whether the torsion free groups in T are 
n 
exactly the completely decomposables. Although we give no answer to this 
question, it provides motivation for a study of groups which can be 
represented as extensions in BextfJ", T) , where J is torsion free and T 
is torsion. These are just the mixed groups having balanced torsion part. 
8.9 DEFINITION. We say that A is lifting if T{A) is balanced in 
4 . • 
Since direct summands are balanced, lifting groups are in some sense a 
generalisation of splitting mixed groups. Examples of groups whose torsion 
parts are not balanced abound - for instance if A is reduced and A/T{A) 
is divisible then T{A) cannot be balanced. 
It follows from (2,1) that the torsion part of ;i mixed group is 
isotype. As A/T{A) is torsion free and the height of every element in a 
torsion free group determines its height matrix, we have: 
8.10 LEMMA. A group A is lifting if and only if T{A) is H-nice 
in A . • 
The following characterisation of lifting groups will be useful. 
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8.11 LEMMA. A group A is lifting if and only if every subgroup 
oontaining T{A) and having torsion free rank 1 splits. 
Proof. Let A be lifting and let S be a subgroup with torsion free 
rank 1 such that T{A) < B S A . By (3.15) (ii) we have 7(5) - T(A) 
balanced in B . As B/T(B) is balanced projective, B splits. 
Conversely, suppose every such subgroup B of A splits. For each x 
in A/T{A) let B be the unique minimal pure subgroup containing T{A) 
and X . Since B splits there is in S with b + t ( S ) = x and 
X X X 
Hg (b) = ' ^^ follows from (2.1) that B^ is isotype in A , 
X 
so = while (8.10) implies r(4) is balanced in . • 
The next lemma details the restrictions imposed on the height matrix of 
each element in a lifting group. 
8.12 LEMMA. Let A be a lifting group. Then A is gap-finite and 
the height matrix of every element of infinite order in A has all entries 
integers or °° . 
Proof. The proof of (8. If) shows that such an element can be imbedded 
in an isotype subgroup of A which splits. The conditions of the lemma are 
exactly those imposed on the height matrix of every element in a splitting 
group. D 
8.13 PROPOSITION. The following are equivalent for a group A with 
torsion free rank 1 ; 
(a) A is lifting; 
(b) A splits; and 
(o) A is gap-finite, and for each prime p the p-height of each 
element of infinite order in A is an integer or oo . 
Proof. We have already seen that (a) and (b) are equivalent and that 
JI i 
(b) implies (o). Megibben [1] has shown that (a) implies (h). ^ 
Our next task is to relate a class of groups introduced by C.L. Walker 
to the lifting groups. Two groups A and B are quasi-isomorphio if for 
some integers m and n there are subgroups G and H of A and B 
respectively, with mA < G S A and nB S H S B and G ^  H . C.L. Walker 
[1] has investigated groups which are quasi-isomorphic to splitting groups -
such groups are called quasi-splitting by I-uchs [21. Thus, A is quasi-
splitting if there is a splitting subgroup /? of /I and a positive integer 
n such that nA S B S A . It is readily seen that B may be assumed to 
contain T{A) . The properties of quasi-splitting groups relevant to our work 
are contained in: 
8.14 THEOREM (C.L. Walker [11). Let J he torsion free, T torsion. 
Then the quasi-splitting extensions of T by J are exactly the elements of 
finite order in Ext (J", T) . If J is countable then every quasi-splitting 
extension of J by a torsion group splits. • 
8.15 PROPOSITION. Quasi-splitting groups are lifting. 
Proof. Let A be quasi-splitting, B a subgroup of torsion free rank 
1 containing TiA) and C a splitting subgroup of A such that 
TiA) = T{C) and nA < C ^ A . Now 
nB ^ B n C ^ B 
while B n C splits, so B itself is quasi-splitting. As B/TiB) is 
countable (8.14) implies B splits and (8.11) then shows A is lifting. • 
We give an example of a lifting group which is not quasi-splitting. 
8.16 EXAMPLE. Let J he a homogeneous, indecomposable torsion free 
group of type (0, ..., 0, ...) having finite rank > 2 . The existence of 
such groups is proved in Fuchs [2]. By (8.8) there is a torsion group 
and an extension 
e : 0 - ^ T ^ G - y J - ^ O 
J 1 2 
such that e has infinite order in t:xt(J, T'j . It follows from (4.1) that 
e e Bext(J, T) , while (8.14) shows that G cannot be quasi-splitting. 
We have shown that the t orsion parts of Ext (J, T) and Bcxt((/, T) 
coincide for every torsion free group J and torsion group T . From (4.1), 
we have Bext(t/, T) = Ext (J, T) for all torsion T whenever J is 
homogeneous of type (0, 0, ...) . As a partial converse we have: 
8.17 LEMMA. Let J he a torsion free group containing elements of 
type greater than (0, 0, ...) . Then there exists a torsion group T 
such that Bext(J", T) is a proper subgroup of Ext (J, T) . 
Proof. Let X in J have type greater than (0, 0, ...) . Now 
is not free so Ext(<3;>^, T) f Q for some torsion group T . Suppose 
0 # e ^ Ext(<x>^, T) . The natural injection i : < x)^ ^ J induces the 
epimorphism : Ext[J, T) ^  Ext(<x)^, T) . If f € Ext(J, T) and 
satisfies i*f = e then f 0 . It follows from (8.11) that 
f { Bext(J, T) . • 
] ]7; 
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